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Tobacco sales in Murray showed
some improvement this week and
deliveries were much better than
expected with the weather as un-
likely as it is. The sales for the
season to date averages $8.89. The
season's total poundage sold is 221,-
493 pounds at $17.619.36. The sales
of last year as of summary to Jan.
16. 1938, was 296,010 Remade f
$20,966.69, an average of $7.00. At
this steme-bist year the market hael
been open for more than a week
in advance of this year.
Sales Wednesday ' totaled 40071
pounds at 13,418.13. an average of
$8.34 Tuesday's sales totitlett•-41.-
523 pounds at $3,792.54, an average
of $9.13, and Monday's total sales
were 30,058 pounds for $2.1131.60.
an average of $9.42. this was the
highest average of the season.
The season's highest crop sold on
the Murray markets was that of
I. A. Shanklin, Palmersville, Tenn.,'
\
at $2500. Mr. Shanklin had eight
baskets of snuff tobacco totaling
7 -.tome 6.000 pounds on the Grows
er s Loose Leaf Floor. Other bas-
kets sold on the floor at lower
prices yet around and above' the
$211 mark. The Grower's Floor has
the season's highest floor average,
of $13.28. Is - .
Sales by floors this 'weeks Mon-
day: Growers, 4,615 sowed, for
$486.01, average $10.10; Murray.
13.164 pounds for $1247.83, average
$9.49; Outland, 12,290 pounds for
$1117.76, average $9.09.
Tuesday: Growers, 9,560 pounds
for $126e.36, average $13.28; Mur-
ray, 9,068 pounds for $713.53, aver-
age $7.87: Outland. 23,896 pounds
for $1809.65. average $7.90. -
Wednesday: Growers. 11,210
pounds for $1059.94, average $9.48
Murray, 14.246 pounds for $1152.39,
average' $8.09; Outland, 15,518
pounds for $2205.80, average 67.7
Driver Wrecks Car;
Breaks Light Post
Burnett Ray, driving an Oak-
land coupe with Missouri license,
wrecked two fenders on two auto-
mobiles and drove his car into a
light post, splintering it and com-
pletely breaking, it into, as well as
tearing a transformer off the pose,
on North Fifth street Wednesday
about..1:39 p. m.
Ray was driving towards ton
at a recklets speed , when he
aide-swiped the Dodge sedan of
Alvis Outland, completely smash-
ing the right ..rear -lender. The
Chevrolet coupe of John Ables re-
ceived a smashed rear left fender.
Both cars were parked on the
curb of the street and the owners
were in the house of Mr. Outland's,
which is under construction.
The uncontrollable auto then
contacted the light post, breaking
it and tearing the transformer from
the post. The car was damaged
when it hit the post as well as the
transformer falling on the top.
Chief of Police Burman Parker
found something near one-fourth
pint of bootleg whiskey in the
auto.
Police authorities moved the
wrecked car to the City Hall some
-few hours following the accident
and at thiseffime the license had
been removed from the car and a
'suit ease that had been In the rear
of the car was gone.
Ray was arrested by city officials
about 8:30 p. m. after catching him
in a stolen car near Hardin. The
ear belonged to Robert Semen, lo-
cal grocer. The car was stolen In
the afternoon following the wreck
from the side of the grocery. The
Calloway 193'7 license of the Swann
car had been replaced with The
Missouri license taken from the
wrecked car.
Officials found -a shot gun and
suit case in the car. Other occu-
pants of the car were not arrested
as they were catching a ride to
;own when officers saw the car
and made pursuits •
'Squire Patterson
To Ruri for Judge
'Squire W. A. "Bill" Patterson
told The Ledger & Times Satur-
day that he would be • candidate
for county judge of Calloway
coutsty in tag )rear's __Deanocratic
primary! Mr. Patterson said that
his formal announcement 'Would
appear at the proper time.
'Squire Patterson served this
county excellently as sheriff from
to 11117, inclusive, and hes
ses lee', 'see ef mad settee
isisetersh -tiretiefili, , peefire
V'.
THE LEDGER '8z TIMES
Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers





t9 nn a year to any &Wain
v"*'"other than above.
••"•the State of Kentucky.
LITE COVERAGE OF CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS IFILEI
fl r. Ora K. Mason
Ora Kress Mason, daughter
of D. H. and Dr. Loretta Kress
of shington, D. C., is a promi-
nent eeember of the hodesital staff.
She e a graduate of the medical
college of the University of Michi-
gan•trsd of the Royal College of
Musk and College of Arts and
Setelikas at Sydney, Australia.
She is a former member of the
board of regents of Murray State
College. In 1924 she was a dele-
gate to the National Republican
conver eon in Washington. and in
1936 ane was the Republican nomi-
nee In this district for Congress





Hotel Next Thursday Noon,
January 21
A luncheon at the National Hotel
next Thursday noon, January 21,
in compliment to state and dis-
triet officers of The American
Legion at the Murray National
Hotel is being planned by Murray
Poet No. 73.
Plates will be 50c and,/ all
Legieenaires are urged to deals,
raterv.,tion at once with Adjutant
Harry Sledd at Sledd's clothing
store. Reservations should . be
made not later than six o'clock
Wednesday evening, January 20.
American Legion Week in the
first district will be observed the
week of January 18 to 24, with
department officers making official
tour of the district. The first
meeting , will be held - Tuesday
nighle January 19, with Carlisle
Ortinge Post., No. 116, Princeton,
host to the visitors.
In the official party will be De-
pertinent Commander Ed Seay,
Department Adjutant Tom Hay-
den. Department Service Officer
C. N. Florence, Chairman- of seta-
Honer Committeet, 15-epirtment
Vice-Clemmander A. L. Scott, Dis-
trict Commander A. W. Jones. and
other Legionnaires from the dts-
The annual district conference.
will convene at Cadiz Saturday,
January 23, with headquarters at
the Cadiz Hotel. At 7 o'clock Sat-
urday night the annual conference
banquet wilt be _held in the din-
inuroom of tbiCadiz Hotel, fol-
lowed by dancing and a free pic-
ture show.
At 030 Sunday morning, the
busineas session of the conference
will convene. 'Every Poet in the
district is urged to 'bare a rep-
resentation at this session, at
which time the ahnual roll call of
Posts of the district will •be: re-
corded. Efforts are being bade to
halite the district quota at this
time.
Folloeing the business session
will be church services, and the
visitors will be guests of .the
Cadiz Baptist church.
DePartment Commander Ed Seay
will be the principal speaker at
the Wale- meeting Sunday after-
noon sat the Cadiz High Stt
auditorium, which will -bring to
a close the week's activities.
Indications are that one of the
largest gatherings ever to attend
an annual conference will 'be pres-
ent this year. Commander J. F.
Gordon and members of the Cadiz
Post are making large prepara-
tions for the occasion.
New Cooling Plant.
For Capitol Theatre
Menefee Clifton Morris of the
Capitol Theatre advises that con-
tracts hese been signed for the in-
stallatio$ of Westinghouse Air
conditteeing. The system is to be
two refteserating compressors and
if put 4,to service manufacturing
ice wouei be capable of making
60,000-p4iihds of ice per day. The
manage ent is proud of the fact
that th1I4ie the first theetre of Its
rite re le vittwe statts- Loitialsir-cone! o.ning by retrizeratiorseters.
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COUNTY DOCTORS
TO HOLD FORUM
ON T. B. TONIGHT
Call Meeting in Peoples
Bank Open to Public
in T. B. Discussion
STATE MEDICAL HEADS
TO GIVE LECTURES
At a call meeting of all doctors
of the Calloway County Medical
Society for tonight, at the directors'
room of the Peoples Savings Bank,
at 7:30 o'clock, a symposium on
tuberculosis wiH be held.
Dr. John B. Floyd, director of
tuberculosia, .State Health Depart-
ment, will discuss -The-Importance
of the Tuberculin Test In a Control
Program." Dr. Floyd has been in
Calloway county for several weeks
and has made numerous friends
while working in this county on
this valuable T. B. survey.
Dr. W. T. Little, Calvert City,
will discuss "Pneumothorax Treat-
ment in the Home of T. B."—
Dr. Paul A. Turner, medical di-
rector and s superintendent of the
state tuberculosis sanitarium.
Hazelwood. at Louisville, will de-
liver the feature of the evening,
with illustrated lantern slides,
when he discusses the topic -The
Differential .Diagnosis and Treat-
ment of Tuberculosis. This lec-
ture will be very interesting no
doubt, first because of its illustra-
tions, and secondly because of
Dr. Turner's association and ex-
perience with such.
Dr. L. E. Smith, secretary of the
anti-tuberculosis association of
Kentucky, will discuss -The Edu-
cational and Publicity Phases as-
Relating to the Medical Profes-
sion". -
Although this is a call meeting
of the medical profession all per-
sons are welcome to attend the
meeting as it *112Th. of great
interest. Calloway .county is for-
tunate indeed to have this survey'
in its midst to try and find the
causes of such a death rate from
this disease. All cooperation poss-
ible is desired by the county health
department as this survey -wITT he,
when completed, a cross section of
all Kentucky relative to T. B. and
Such reports will be filed with all
prominent medical centers of the
U. S. Finding the cause will im-
mediately aid in the curing and
preventing of the disease.
In about 4200 tests given in the
county. 15 per cent have reacted
postive to, the skin test. This does
not mean: however, that this many
actually have the disease. In fact
it means that contact or symptoms
of the disease is within the body.
With this reaction further diagnosis
will reveal the source and aid in




Allows County Road Agent $100.00
Per Month for EnstIng
Year
s
.Calloway county fiscal court met
Tuesday in regular session and
allowed the county road agent, C.
C. Phillips, a salary and expense
accotint of $100.00 per month for
the ensuing year.
The court directed Jailer Conrad
Jdnes to Brepare and furnish the
court room for a 10 night singing
school to be held the latter part
of January. The school will be
conducted py . Barber Edwards.
prominent singing school master of
this county.
The reefistiret stied his regular
monthly report, it being approved
and ordered filed. Other general
routine business completed the
court day and adjournment was
made until the next meeting date,
esday, February fe—Lss
J. B. SHELTON OPENS CASH
GROCERY IN WEST END
J. B. Shelton will formally open
his new and modern cash grocery
Saturday, January 9, in the Harri-
son building just East of the Mur-
ray Laundry. Mr. Shelton will
carry the latest and most popular
brands Of foods. He -was formerly-s
connected with the Metropolitan
'Life Insurance Co. as agent here.
Murray Beats West
,Tennesse 33 To 30
861tMPHIS. Tense, Jan. 13—The
Thoroughbreds of Murray State
College withstood a desperate scor-
ing spree in the tinge six minutes
of play tonight to defeat the West
Tennessee Teachers College 33 to
90. The Te^^esse - sie scored 14
PaRriai In sere tabst nilissiert of the
game. •
Officers Re-elected by
City Board of Education
All officers were re-elected at
the meeting of the Murray Board
of Education last Thursday night
to organize for the year's work.
W. V. Hale and Ronald W.
Churchill, who were re-elected last
fall, were sworn in for their re-
newal terms.
The officers of the board are
Luther Robertson, president:- Geo.




Cover Crops, Poultry, 4-H Clubs,
Taboos*. Farm Accounts
11.1i-PleseStReerl
Farmers of Hazel, Backusbutg,
Paschall. Kirkiiey, Faxon, Blakley
and Murray discussed with Coueify
Agent John T. Cochran and his
assistants last week the problems
corifronfing the farmers of the
communities.
Plans were made for the 1937
program. Every community put
soils improvement as eirst in im-
portance and each community
agreed that they would try to get
every tobacco patch seeded to a
small grain this fall as soon as
tobacco is removed. This is the
first time any community has tried
to get every one to sow cover
crops.
Other projects in the program
are poultry, 4-H Clubs, tobacco.
farm "accounts and get every one
to take up the soil building allow-
ance under the A. C. program.
Several thousand dollars were lost
to the county because these allow-
ances were not taken up in 1936,
it was learned.
Concord and Lynn Grove are
to make their plans next week
with a meeting Monday, January
17, at 7 p. m. and Lynn Grove at
7 p. m., on Tuesday, January 19.
-Farmers of these communities
should attend these meetings and
determine the projects they wish




Lex Jousloux and His Agtista
Here 'February 12; Carl
Sandberg, March 1
Two outstanding attractions in the
form of entertainment ..far--the
spring semester at Murray State
College have been scheduled, ac-
cording to an announcement made
tins morning by Prof. Fs D. Mel-
len. college entertairunent commit-
tee chairman.
The first is scheduled for Friday
night, February 12, when the World
famous musical and dramatic
troupe, Les Jou-Joux, will appear
on the auditorium stage for more
than two hours of entertainments
and the second is the scheduled
appearance for lecture on Monday
night, March 1, of Carl Sandburg,
one of America's outstanding con-
temporary poets.
The basketball game .between the
Murray SIAA championship. team
and the Mexico City YMCA team
will preeed the Les Jou-Joux.
- HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local server-
Users who get their copy in by
Monday
Pleasant Valley School
Murray Milk Prod. Co. ,

















S. Pleasant Grove News_
Locust Grove News
A. B. Beale & Son
CAHRS ARE DOING NICELY
IN RATTER CREEK, MICH.
eireend Mrs. J.W. Carr have ar-
rived safely in Battle Creek. Mich.,
where the Murray State College
dean wilt rest and recover from a
recent illness. According te a re-
port received yesterday by Miss
Alice -Keys, college administrative
secretary, illa..21•arree ceenle have
ifoudirasemiesisang 'location and 01.4
`resting comfortably.
 ,
Volume CV; No. 2
Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital Now Located
in Its Completely New and Modern Building
East View of the New Structure
COLLEGE CAGERS
MAKE ROAD TRIP.
Ts Make Battle With Strong
S. I. A. A. Teams; Mississippi
State Most Dangerous
Coach Carlisle Cutchin left with
Murray's SIAA chimpion baskets
eeri Wednesday for their southern
trip that will include West Ten-
nessee. at Memphis, January 13;
'Mississippi College, at Clinton.
Miss., Januaey 15; Millsaps, in
Jackson, Miss., January 14; and
will close their tour January 16
In Cleveland, Miss., when e.hey en-
gage Delta State.
- Captain Willard amen, Heath;
Paul Fowler, Kankakee. Ill.; Gene
Bland, Cairo, Ill.; Claud McRaven,
Marsfim, Mo.; James Hurley, Cal-
vert City; Ethridge McKeel, Rec-
tor; Keith Bryant. Arlington; Louis
-Graham, Heath; Floyd "Red" Bur-
dette. Martin. Tenn.; end Bourke
, Bardwell. are mskissgtJae,
trip.-
Murray has won two, games in
the SIAA this year, and also three
outside the conference„ They are
carrying the Kentucky"Eaibser into
Mississippi, and are expected to
bring it back still unsoiled, how-
ever, Mississippi College should try
the Bluebloceis''strength to-eistuts
most. Millsaps, West Terme_ ,
and Delta State will not be easy
opponents for they arespoiesttrigjor
Murray, but the Cutehinmen
should take them in stride.
RURAL GROUPS TO
BE AT LEXINGTON
Special Sessions for Marketing,
Finance, Livestock and Soils
Will Be Held
Farm organizations to meet in
Lexington during the- 25th annual
Farm and Home Convention at the
University--ef--*eanseky- January.
28-29. include the Kentucky State
Horticultural Society, the Kentucky,
Federation _of' . Homemakers. the
Kentucky Beekeepers' Association,
the Kefitucky Rural Church Coun-
cil, the Keettucity Heleretti -Cattle
'Club arid" the Bluegrass Persey
Cattle Club.
Dr. W. H. Mason
Dr. W. H. Mason, pfesident and
chief surgeon of -the hospital, comes
from a family of physicians, his
father and grandfather both pre-
ceding him in the profession. He
is .a graduate of yanderbilt Uni-
versity, as is his brother, Dr. Rob
Mason, vsho associated With him
at the hospital for several years.
Dr. Mason has been practicing
in Murray since 1900 and has
been active in the county. district,
and state medical associations. He
is a former Republican chairman
-for Calloway county.
Dr. Mason relates his first opera-
tion as that associated with Dr. J.
F. Grubbs of ,New Concord who
had a patient with locked bowels.
The patient was seriously sick and
Dr. Mason was called over the
"grapevine telephone" to see this
patient being that his father was
away and could not visit and con-
sult with Dr. 'Grubbs._
Thus oh December 7 191.11,_ in the
midst of a heavy snowfall: lie by
way of horse and buggy drove to
the home of the sick woman,•sev-
eral mites below the • old Swor
Still House in Henry county.
Reaching the home of the sick, and
diagnosing the case, it was pro-
nounced as a strangulated rup-
ture. There in the midst of night
land the -severest of winter, over
150 miles to the nearest surgeon,
se operaelon was dsemed the only
relief for the patirnt.
The 'little house had only terries
small rooms and no glasses in the
windows. The woman so burdened
with pain asked_ that they "cut her
open" hoping....that it would bring
There also' will -bet special ses- relief. 'Thus the beginning of hu-
siotis -for farmers interested in man relief and master surgery,
problems of marketing and finance, That night was spent in boilingin livestolt productimee- and in
special pr blems --tehding to -sails 
and Sterilizing for the operation.
The next morning the patient wasand crops, I placed on the kitchen table. given
There also be a general sea- chloroform, and with only a small
sion for farmers thtoughout the knife and few forceps the opera-
four days. and another for home- tion was performed. When the
makers. ' . rupture was reached it was found
The list ouspeakers include Gov. that the bowels had mortified and
A. B. Chandler, who will address eight Indies had gangerine. The
the general session January 29; bowels were cut, the 8 inches re-
Dr. E. G. Nourse of the Brookings moved, and the two ends sewed
Institution; Dr. W. I. Myers. gover- together with common sewing
nor of the Farm Credit Adminiss,
tration; Dr. H. B. Tolley. edminis-
trator of the agricultural et/nerva-
tion program; Bess-M. Rowe, edi-
tor of The Farmer't Stelfe; Judge
Camille Kelly.' Memphis. Tenn.;
Dr. Allen A. Stockdale. Washing-
ton. D. C.; Miss Fannie Brooks,
head Of the home •economies de-
peistment of the Univeesity
nois; Earneet Rice of the Farm
thread and needle. The operation
was then completed Ind close
watch yeas kept. hoping that 'the
lady would rest with lesser pain.
The woman got well and lived
almost a quarter of a century after
the operation dying of old age.
This operation was the first of
its kind ever to be performed in
the state of Tennessee. Sipee that
day Dr- Mason fias perforreed
Credit Administration; Ben E. thousands of operations and today
Niles, secretary of the state hersists known throughout the U. S. as
ticultural society. and A. Hs Teske, one of the greatest surgeons of
Virginia fruit grower: . time..
' 
NAMES CALLOWAY BOARD
OF HEALTH FOR 1937
- -----
Dr. H. E. McCormick, head of
the State Board..nt Health named
Drs. E B. Houston, C. H. Jones,
said r, et' the eorretv Aomori
1937 at a medical
.,neeting .at Paducah last night.
Kenton county farmers have
made trips to several packing
houses to learn what types and
weights of cattle sell best
Goocr weather during .the latter
I.-' sfieseenewere wirteieceas _aerie




Representatives From All Sections
of County Present at Discussion
Monday. January 4.
Representative farmers from all
sectiont of the- county-Met Mon-
day, January 4, and discussed the
future of agriculture for this coun-
ty.
They reviewed the rise and, fall
of farm commodity prices and dis-
cussed the need for, definite plans.
These men tried to see Calloway
county as it should be. They saw
it producing good crops and pas-
turing more livestock and still
maintaining soil fertility. They
saw corn fields yielding 40 bushels
instead of 20 but not as many
fields of corn growing. They Saw
all the idle land removed from the
county. The 1935 work sheets sub-
mitted by farmers show there was
43,000 acres Of idle land is the
county. The men saw the. corn
average reduced from 38,600 acres
to 23,000 acres but the reduced
acreage was producing more corn
than the 1935 production.
They sate the tobacco production
maintained at present levels and
the wheat, winter oats .barley and
rye increased from 4,300 acres to
24,000 acres, hay and pasture in-
creased from 43,000 acres to 78.000
acres. The yalso saw 2.000 acres
of the most eroded land turned
back to forest.
To reach this goal it will be
necessary for all farmers to adapt
the points made by the committee
in their summary which is as fol-
lows: '
I. Use lime and phosphate on all
land andterrace where needed. • ,
Every one follow definite ro-
tations.
3. Shift a part of the plough
crops to grass and clover or pas-
ture crops.
4. Increase the grass and hay
consuming livestock in the county.
5. Sow every acre of plowed
land to a winter cover crop each
year-. s
Meetelessaseestheie remmittee were
A. 0. Paiehall, W. C. Caldwell. H.
Tucker. R. C. Chester, Q. D. Wil-
-sons•Joe Montgomery, 0. L. Cain,
Milstead, Lloyd Edwards, ,C.
L. Dyer, L. Falwell, W. E. Dick.
Rupert Hendon. H. C. Vinson.- R.
C. Tarry, Leslie Ellis, .C_ J. Wil-
liams.SW. A. Patterson, Harrell A.




The Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty Ministerial Association was or-
ganized at a meeting of the local
ministers Tuesday afternoon at the
Methodist Church. The organiza-
tion meeting included all of the
Murray ministers and one county
minister,
The following officers were elec-
ted: Bruce Maguire. president:
Sam P. Martin, vice-president; A.
V. Havens, secretery and treasurer.
Matters of loon 'significance were
disculsOd.
The assOciation will meet on the
first Monday morning of each
month, at lb e'clock, at the various
churches. The February meeting
will be held in b. study of the
First Christian Churels. The as-
sociation extends an iheitation to




All teachers of one and two-room
sebaselle•iiire. .r. owet





Will Care For 154 Patients;
Has 2 Operating Rooms;
Sound-Proof Wards
AMBULANCE ENTRANCE
PLACED ON WEST SIDE
-moved -front its temporary up-town
special wards for colored Worsen
Concrete steel reenforeed
patients and colored men piers,
walls and ceilings surrealist
workshop. storage nestle '-
rooms. and kitchen, moktke
fire-proof.
nroofof the boilding strictly
phy-
siotherapy department. These de-
most modern equipment for the
and cold water .and steam treat-
Creek system hydrotherapy treat-
ments. The basement also houses
the workshop, the storage roots,
the laundry, the boilee room, cote
sleirage.-kitchen, dining rooms-elaes
rooms and ironing rooms. These
fuel room is a concrete structure
outside the main building, being of
fire proof construction. • - S •
possible by new excavetIons,
houses a very neat colored waiting.
room, bath room, adjacent tti
north end of ta building sere .....
the public. Entering the builditee.
and a beautiful fireplace adds to
engee, elevator is relied. This
fuThi 
le5xmoostfoohf.%ilvtesDrcguecel:t
long from north to south and 92
feet from east to west, built in an
ell-shape. It is a three story build-
ing Above full basement. tile and
brick construction. The basement,
with a nine foot ceiling, houses a
modern , hydrotherapy and 
partments are equipped with the
giving of various electric-ray, hot
merits. An efficient staff of hydro-
therapists make it possible for
patients to obtain complete Battle
rooms are set apart with *solute
complete flee proof protections:7Pa
the informatica booth ., and ess%
room is placed at the ..sertnce of
from the tile floored, vestibule
visitors and guests find themselves
the home-like touch Is ttlis com-
fortable waiting room. Openint -
directly into the public lobby are
suites of doctors' officee each unit
containing two rooms with modern
equipment, including hvatory. toil-
ets. and dressing roc* facilities.
hall-
from which is a eery attractive
elevator is a puih tton automat-
traveling in an elevetor shaft of
control, steel 
of the.fire althost two, years -ago,
ic
ern 'equipment' and pleasant sur-
roundings the new year is begun_
tern. ample and excellent treat-
anywhere.
in a very pretty public k)bby. The-,
lobby floored with baked gray tile
irst
floor houses a library :n a beauti-sse
lecture, room. Asekseent t5 the,
lobby a strictly eke-Over pass-
r,selfo:opeen aseeords,i si eqeioeTspeipedtor
their tireless efforts to care for the
tim 
and surgical attention in a' very
location with adequate room, mod-
sprinkler system. sound proof
ment rooms, special surgery wards.
and wards or rooms for 154 patient
beds besides special offices and
lobbies, this unit is unexcelled
erected from the smouldering ruins
Dr. Mason and staff are well pleas-
ed and happy to be back home and
Able to serve the 'nett- with one
sick,' Even in the emergency hos-
pital special care was given each
and every person seeking medical
modern way. And now in the new
walls, low pressure heating sys-
quarters to its new building Thurs-
day. December 31. 1996. Beginning
modern hospital which has been
of the most up to date hospitals
in this section of Kentucky.
in, the emergency location too
much praise can not be given Dr.
Mason- and the hospital staff in
the new year of 1937 in the new
General Deseription of Building
An eastward extension. made
The main entrance is--'s! the
The main building is 220 feet
Although somewhat hadicapped
Equipped with modern fireproof
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I Kirksey Kinklets
Not much news of interest to
write. We surety are having some
cold, sloppy weather and lots of
rain. It .is a pity that our crops
eonld not have had part of this
rain last July and August, but we
have to take it as it comes.
Bro. Underwood filled his regu-
lar appointment at Coldwater last
Sunday at 11 a. m. He preached
a splendid sermon at Kirksey
first Scuiday. They have organ-
ized a prayer meeting at the Meth-
odist church for every Wednesday
night. may the good workgo on.
oleo U. Hurt is superintendent But all_ the hing year enough,
of the Sunday School at the Meth- The joy that you give to others
odist church and they are having Is the 'joy that comes back to you.'
Quite an interesting time at the
church school hour. Artimus Pace Miss 011ene Mitchell of Detroit,
is teacher in the Bible class. Sev- Mich'.„- the yOlingeat daugOtor of
eral of the pupils attended 45, 46 Mrs. Mannie Mitchell of Mace-
and 47 days out of the .52 weeks in &inn, and Vfiier Radrignez of
the year. Detroit, were united in marriage
&smeary '2. _' Mr. Radrignez has
been employed at lord Motor Co. Mrs. Quitman Paschall was call-
of the time. fQr a years. He is a native of ed to Mayfield last Friday to see
Jim -.Lawrence has his tobacco Porto Rico. Mrs. ..Ralltignez has he; mother, Mrs. Armstrong, who
stripped arid delivered. Jim..is • been employed at restaurant there was ill.
. hustler when it comes to sassing for a year. They will make there A fete tobacco ouyers nave been
Well.strippirog tobacco the adjaiAlary Wiser:art been.on flYears looking at tobacco, dui buy-
' home in Detroit. n '' this community since Newand stripping tobacco.
Order of the day 11,d W as the I the et& list. mg some. Twenty-five cents per
weather k bad and other tasks Juliann Simmons and Brent pound is the highest-price we have
-bet 'Be • performed. Todd visited the Freeland Store heard of being paid for tobacco
(Ivan atuae,. a • hey that WO- aectioo. MendaY• si .this seetion.
• Mary. Alexander raised, visited' his Mr.' and Mrs. Ayian McClure The S. Pleasant Grove Missionary
Mother and brothers over at have -moved to the George Rob- society met last Wednesday with
Uniontifwn, eastern' part' of thelert Lassiter farm near Macedonia. Mrs. Wayne Paschall, but owing to
state; during the holidays. Ches- r-- Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbron of weather conditious and tobacco
ter co6ld have gotten a good price Nee; Providence are. the proud stripping there was not a large
by going 'into the coal mines dig- parents of a hoe' baby boy, born attendance.
- gig*  coat but. that dithi Lsit Ches- Wednesday.. Mr. and Mrs. Hub Erviin en-
ter. He 'sail he had. rather stay, -Mrs. Aiurid M.Clu. nounte -the arrival 'of kIllnughtte
• on top of the ground. so he came !Stannic. Mitchell and Aylan Me- on January 5. May the little Miss
back home to make a crop. .. Ciure were in Murray Mondoy On have,. a happy journey through -Isle
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie P. Alexan- business. with only enough shadows for a
der andodatigtrer are in Indian- Clay McClure has been repairing golden Sunset
apolis, lad.. searchintofor. work. .Noah ..Maoriarets houses at Cedar The. Home Department of the
Mr. Alexander reports nothing do- . Rocas. Clay says the "mountains" ;Pleasant Grove Sunday School
Oag as yet. are so steep that he prefers walk- held a workers' couneil Saturday
Graham Bebb and wife moms& ing instead a horse-racing to - his afternoon at the home of Mrs.
to Dresden. Tenn.. after-'Mrs. AiNee employment. • ' Ellie Paschall. The scripture read-
Boyd and sister. Elsie Fowler.' dur- Mrs. Kittle Simmons and daugh- ing was given by Miss Earnestine
ing the holidays. They came-Mass, ter, Mary Cell were •callers- of Radford. Total enrollment di the
Palrnersville. Tenn. and picked..UP  *Aunt Si*" McClure Friday after-Home Department is 54. Some of
John Merdock and stopped at noon. • the members are making a special-
Wash Boyd's for a. short visit Mrs. Ruth Maynard of Cedar ty of Bible memory work: also of
They are cousios to the Bodfam-iKnob_ spent 'Friday with her the daily Bible readings which
ily. All met up there one-day Store. Mrs. Susie Oliver._ of Mace- add in making the lessons more
for a reunion. Mr.- arid Mrs Mae dottia. instructive and helpful.
_Boyd and daughter were =tong -Aunt Fannie- Wisehart spent Mrs. Harriett Orr, whose illness
those prescnt. the week end' with Mr. and • Mrs. was mentioned last week, .. Pissed
. The Rey. rraak MOSS Of Nash- Odia McClure a ,near Murray. away last Thursday night at her
vale filled his regular appointment,' Mr.' and Mrs. Tom Elkins who home at Crossland at the age of
at Locust Grove Holiness. Church have been on the sick list fur some 81. For many years she had been
Sunday. time, are slowly -improving. ' one of the Ledger & Times -sub-
. Curt. Newsome still drives Prof. I Mrs. Louise Mitchell of Mace- scribers and before her recent • ill-
Barber Edv.-ards* milk truck-Curt .donia spent- Wednesday with her ness made a specialty in clipping
• says it suits him s..iey well, daughter. Mrs. Beauton Osbron of and preserving obituaries in her
Bryan Stales was 111-7Mitr raY New Providence. .••• scrap book. -She was the widow
Saturday on buainess. 4. Mint . Alice .Brigam, colored. of I of Joe Orr. interment was in Oak
The report came here that the I near Cedar Knob who has been Grove Cemetery last Friday with
•  services in charge - of Elder Charley
Wilson. Murray. She was a mem-
ber of the Oak Grove Baptist
church. 'People of Crossland de-
serve much credit for their
thoughtfulness in cheering "Aunt-
Harriett" in her declining years.
She is survived by stepchildren,
two sisters, Mrs. John Fair of Mur-
Rev. E. C. Dees and Mrs. Dees
were in a serious automobile wreck
near Bell City. Mo., during the
holidays. Mr. Dees received a
scalp wound, numerous bruiseo,
over the body and ,Mrs. Dees re-
confined to her bed since October
with cancer. died Friday. January
8. Aunt Alice was a good Chris-
tian women and had many white
friends in this section. She will
be sadly missed by all who knew
ceived a broken arm and fractured her.
both ankles They were taken to All .that's ociyhuo. fair, and bright
Poplar Bluff. Mo., for hospital be with you all this very night,
treatment. all that's full of hope and cheer
If this escapes the waste basket bless you all through the comout
I may ,come again soon.-Lazy Ned. year.
Cedar Knob News
Jim F,dd Tucker is better at this
writing and is able to be up most
rti be going as I don't want, to
worry the editor so I can come
neols.the next time.-Ky. Bell.
S. Pleasant Grove
For Somehow not only, at Christ-
mots
PARENTS!
Teach Your Children the Lesson in Thrift
Stan them early, and they'll grow up knowing how
to ket their money's worth! The first step is a sit:I-I-
N-pie one: open a savings account for them at the





Tio Weal Deposit Insuranceterporatiop
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1145000 FMOA:I(IEMAUCMH IDIPUORSAl7a $5000
DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky
•
Mr. and Sirs. Raiford Orr have
moved to Murray to be near a
chiropractor who fur several weeks
has been treating their little
daughter. Martha Sue one of the
7-year-old twinsi who two months
ago had a severe attack of infan-
tile paralysis.
rhy being one of them: two broth-
- ers. Charley and Jim Spann. The
writer found joy in hearing "Aunt
' Harriett" talk of her Christian life
, and with faith and not a doubt
'he looked forward to her heavenly
Heath School News
Our honor roll for the sixth
month follows: •
First grade: 'Berlene Starks, Mat-
tie Lott Noteworthy. Harold Stew-
art, and Charlesopean Starke.
Second grade: Huntly Manning
Joe Theme's :Threatt, Betty Ann
Hargis, M lid red Norsworthy,-
Dorothy Nell Russell. ,
Third grade: Glen Ross and
Robert Ross. •
,Fourth „grade: James Hargis,
aud VirMnia  Ross.
Fiftlf grades-Z.-B. Russell, Hen-
ry Edward Treas. -Boyd hors-
worthy, Paul Copeland, Wendell
Norsworthy. •
Seventh grade: Artell Venable,
Roy Rose, Waid Copeland. •J. B.
We sincerely congratulate the
heads of this worthy
institutiOn
s
'ew, if any; would have pressed forward to give Mir-
ray aid vacinity such excellent hospital facilities under
simi. tr-ciicumstances.
Especially are we, as-insiirance agents, appreciative
of th, thoughts and ilvcaution by all concerned to lessen
the &tigers of lifo and property by the common enemy,
known as. fire -when constructjr.g a fine new-building.
Frazee & Meluitn.
Insurance Aetits






san Faction" to Tassilay al
the Capitol Theatre.
Crisp, Theron Russell, Edwin Rua.
sell.
Wednesday December 23. we
had a Christmas program and a
Christmas tree. Several of the
patrons attended our program.
Everyone seemed to enjoy it. Our
tree was beautifully decorated and
ail the presents hung on the tree. 
Thepresents were handed out by.
„Tberou Russell and Roye Rose. .
- We went to Kirksey December
18 for a basketball game. The
Heath scores were as follows: Bus-
one of the prises to be given by
Mr. Swift to the pupils makitig
the most "A's" during the school
Year. Those having the best enanoe
at first prise at this time are
Jackie Trees, Boyd Norsworthy.
Mildred Norsworthy, Ray Rose. atui
J. H. Crisp with from 39 tci 44 A's
each. •
Locust Grove News
Several of this neighborhood are
stripping tobacco and trying to at
the weed ready for the market.
Hamer 'Han Pace is now barber
Riley'sin  store at Kirksey. He
took Ogle Greenfield's place when
he left for Detroit last Saturday
morning.
Miss Thelma Copeland of Nash-
ville, Teen., is visiting her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Copeland.
Mrs. Dennie Alexander and
daughter Dorothy have gone to
Indianapolis, Ind., where Mr. Alex-
ander is seeking 'work.
The entire Locust Orove com-
munity was grtsved to hear of the
wreck in which Bro. and Mrs.
Dees were injured. Mrs. received
fractures of the lower limbs and
Mr. Dees received numerous
bruises about the body. Bro. Dees
has been pastor of Locust Grove
Nazeren Church in the past and
has held successful revivals there.
Albert Lee, West spent last week
end with his sister, -Mrs Quinton
Manning. and Mr. Manning,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tidwell
and children, Edwin, H. L., 'Treva
Nell. Edna. Earlerie, and Charles,
moved into the house with the
sell, center. 1; Rose, forward, 5: korner., parents. Mr. and, Mrs.
flosaell. forward Q; CoPelan-4. guardilikol Tidwell, last weelt. -
12t- Venable, guard, 2. The first
Fred Patton worked at his plantquarter was close. Venable made
the first field goal. The score
stood 1-3 irrour favor. .,The irseasid
period. with good. team work .of
Rose and Russel. ended 5-8, !Oath.
At the Ralf with a live minute
rest Period we felt like playing
ball. Russell fouled out. Note-
worthy totalc his place. We made
15 points' in the last half. The tilt
ended 20-11 in' favor of Heath. •
In a net game with Landon,
Heath won by six points. Two at
the .Landoe players _fouled out.
The Landon boys are the best
sports we have ever played.
Darnall came to our school a few
weeks ago to play basketball. The
visitors . were defeated by 8 points.
We have played 7 basketball
games this season,. defeating Lan-
don twice, Darnall twice. Kirksey
twice, and losing tri Coldwater by
3 points. We still, have another
game to play with Coldeater and
hope to avenge our only defeat.
Our play. "Two Days to Marry".___
will be presented Thursday night,
January 28. The characters are
James Dare. Artelle Venable;
Simon P. r hAse Theron RusleflO
Miss Pink. Roy Rose; Miss Mc-
Shane, Christine Russell; Mrs.
Boise. Hontas Cppeland: Mr. Blair,
J. B. Crisps Mr. Sawyer, Waid
Copeland.
Everyone is working hard to win
bed lust week.
Dr. JosV. Stark was called to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Quinton
Manning this week in. see their sou
Ralph. *
Charlie Carson has bought a nice
lot of hay which he intends to
move to his home as soon as the
weather is favorable.
. Miss Virginia Steward, daughter
of Mr!. Bessie Manning, has the
mumps.
I have never heard of so, many
going north in search of work.
Edgar Tidwell, Quinton Manning,
rt Lee West and Reward Tid-
well intend to go next week. Thad
Imes is going scion. We hope they
find employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Claudie Vertable
have returned home after visiting
relatives and friends in Kuttaw
end Paducah.
Hardin Manning bought a good
mule . from Edgar Tidwell this
week.
Comos Alexander killed a 300
pound hog Tuesday. They have
hid some mighty warm Weather
on it.
Men of this neighborhood to
gathered together to v.•.rk the
road this week we:es-Revs!) Man-
ning, Comus Alexander, Howard
Tidwell and Quinton Manning.
They hauled 19 feeds ter gravel
and did quite a bit of work onsit.
Report of Condition of
PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
of Murray, in the State of Kentucky, at the close of
business on December 31, 1936
ASSETS , -
Cash, balances 'with other banks, and rash
items in process of collection $'122,893.51
United States Government obligations, direct
and fully guaranteed -.- '-- 84,500.00
State, county, and municipal obligations  12.112.81
Loans and discounts ,  163,169.27




Time deptaevidencedbry savinga-paisis books' -60,383.65
Other tertieposits  72,451.71
State,. c6Unty, and municipal deposits  -79,611.09
Yederal Reserve Bank (transit aceount) ...  
 
6,140.66




Capital stock and capital
notes" and debentures $25,660.00'
Surplus  5,000.60
rndivided profits  4.04-81
• Total capital accolitif- ' - - 13‘,464.7t1...._ ,
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL ,$412,675.59
4378,2.10.78
Faxon Facets 4
"Seim, rain ,go away;
Come again some other day".
Next summer when we need you
to revive u and our crops.
With the ncient mariner we can
say: "Wa water, eveeywnere,"
Our erstw e empty ponds and
cisterns are isag. and unwanted
miniature-PoS are forming in all
low places, e daily the roads.
There is littl sickness to report
and none of th dreaded flu epi-
demic,-reach Q er berg- you in
the next row, and let me knock on
your head --and let us hope' that
it stays out of the county.
Two sops were born in this com-
munity olast week, Master prbon
Dees te mr." and Mrs. Joe Towery.
and Master Cordy Pink.to Mr. and
Mrs. Pink Kirks.-Alf!
-•
Mrs. L. Creason gave a shower
at her home Saturday in honor of
her niece, Mrs. Robbie Venable.
Several were present and many
nice and useful gifts were received
by the honoree.
Charlie Carson was in Murray
Monday,
ClIA.S SI Fel EID
FOR RENT-Furnished apartment
with bath; with or without ga-
rage. Mrs. S. Higgins, West Main
Street. 1 tc
FOR SALE-Chestnot posts: 6 foot
posts, 7c put on the road; 7 foot
post, 14k. Cordwood. 4 toot
lengths. Stovewood all lengths.
See Lemon Falwell, Murray R. 8.
3 miles east Eam Grove. Dalp
FOE SALE-Portable Hammer
Mill, factory built on International
truck. Good condition. Cheap
for quick sale. Brewer Machine
Shop, Mayfield, Ky. Itc
LOST--a ladies' black pigskin-
purae Monday, Dec. 28, between
A. Carman's residence sod the
Broach Apts.. 16th St. Contain-
ed some money, _small diamond
ring, and other articles treasured
more as keepsakes than their real
vakie. Reward for return . or in-
formation leading to return of
'any or all articles. Mrs. Mrs. J.
Branch. Tel. 404, or Ledger &
Times Office. He,
LOST-at high school or East side
at square, one brown wool an-
gore glove. Returned to Mrs. Joe
Lovett. Reward 50 cents. tip
FOR SALE-Large, best grade. 20-
oz. duck truck sheet, a bargain at
$30. See N. P. Hutson. tip
FOR SALE-,100 bales of





OA:Middle Age lady wants to do
house work for a family gr 2 or
3. Write Mrs. Bessie Thcimpson,
Buchanan, Tenn. ltp
On December 31, 1936, the r'equired legal reserve
again.st .d.epoSits of this bank was $28,522.60. Assets re-
potted above which were eligible as legal re,sent amount-
ed to $207,393.51.
'This- bank's capital is tepresented'by 1,00( shiares of
common stock, par $25.00 .per stare:-
[1 S. -Government obligations-, direct and fully
guaranteed, ledged to secure 60,060.00
Deposits ,secured by pledged a'Asets pursuant
to requirentent.oc.lavf ,797641.09
I, T. Ht. Stokes, President of the above numgr.bank,
do solemnly swear that the aboVe state-try-env-it
that it ftilty and correctly represents'`the true _state of the
several matters herein coptained and set forth, to the best
of 'my knowledge and belief.-T. 'Stokes, i'resident.
-Leslie EWit, C E0.Jones, J. A. OutliSt.ti, Direetem,
STATE OF KENTUCKYI,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. -
S'k 0,41 to oral subscribrarseifoie Tfre this 12th day of *hamlet-y.1437
assa-s 4.4.11P46 -
--Eau:Keys. Notary Pultio., My cornmosion expires Jan. ISO. 193a.
CORN WANTED-good dry white
or yellow corn. Market price. W.
H. Broach. Tel. 269. tfc
BABY CHICKS-None better. Blood
tested. Book orders now, save
discount. ASK about $2„00045)
Contest See us about custom
hatching before bringing your
eggs. MURRAY HATCHERY. tic
HUN en To Present
"A Seeking Go!"
. -
"A Stteking God" will be the T-
riton of A. V. Havens. minislo of
the First Christian Church, at he
morning worship service next Sn-
day.
-This sermon," said Mr. Heins,
"presents la conception of lad
sy,Inch is •nof,-popularly recognied.
Fiequently we are urged to i.nd
God, apparents as though He were
an elusive person to hi• 111.11::ed
and begged.
"In the CliacePtion at 'A Sedt-
ing God,' the emphasis is in a con-
cern about •being found by God.
The _Point is not What God de-
mands but what God offers."
The service will begin at 18.48.
Special music will be presented by
the chums choir, dirccIed by
Everett Crane.* .
Pictures depicting- the life an,d
customs of Japan will be shown at
the Sunday night ObUrch service,
beginning at -7:30.
The Young People's Satiety,
sponsored by Mrs. George Hart,
will meet Sunday evening at 130.
ThIs-rs the eir:firessional meeting
for all young people of college a ad
high school age.
The expressional meeting for all
children under high school agt is
the Junior Christiav Endeavor So-
ciety, sponsored by Mrs. I. E Nor-
een and Mrs. 0. It Bowie:. yeah
will meet Sunday evening at 6.80.
The Sunday -School, sups:In-
tended by George Hart will neet
Sunday morning at 9:30...
Mrs. Ed Filbeck will lead the.
Mid-Week Meeting. Wednesday
night. 1(17:15. _Mrs. Karl Frazee




With Henry Fulton, Tiger guard,
setting a pace for the Mteray
High quintet that -would not be
denied, the Hollandmen doused
Clinton High School 17-15 .lere
Saturday night at the 
gym. Fulton led the scoring- l.ith
12 points and was the "main
in defense.
The Tigers swept into an t rly
lead and had a 7-0 margin at the
first qualier: but were held s 2
points in the second stanza as tea'
opponents strengthened by .1 les
-
entering the game, made 4 Points
and the half (sided 9-4. Murray.
With Patrick, Johnson, Jones and
Graham settliog down to business
for Clinton, the Tigers were held
to 1 point in the third while the
Briakleymeu scored 5 to end the
third frame, 10-9, in favor Of Clin-
ton.
In a fast and thrilling climax,
the lead ciaa,nged hands several
times in the final period, but Hen-
ry Fulton's efforts were sufficient
out-score Clinton $-5 and end
the game 17-15, Murray.
In the "c-urtain-puiler- Coach
Gordon Johnston's Cutts defeated
Clinton's "B" five 19-11. Byassee
and Benedict for Clinton. with 6
and 3 mann respectively, stood
out for the visitors. Farley with
8 points and Irvan with 6 tallies




















Names Officials for 37
The Peoples Savings Bank, in its
meeting Monday afternoon, named
its -directors for the -ensuing year
the some as of last year, namely:
A. r Doran, Les:ie Ellis, R.. H.
Falwell, E. B. floustop. C. H. Jones,
E. A. Moore, Z. G. -Neale, A.* J.
Outland. --h.---.-Dt•--Outland, T H.
Stekes, and H. T. Waldrop.
Officers for the coming year
were also named at the meeting.
They are as follows: T. H. Stokes,
_wes_ident;_ kit. Falwell, vice-pres-
Oident: L. D. Outland, vice-presi-
dent. C. H. Jones, chairman of tht
'board; Leslie Ellis, vice-chairman
of the board; W. G. Miller, cash-





.. Liquid, Tabiets Headache 35
Sane, Near limps Minutes




FOR SALE-May Tag electric
Washer (with a/umintini-tub-ST alto
upright piano. Inquire at or
write to Penny'S Store, *Nowell,






. . and clothes
always look
Nattell -better!-
T HERE'S double economy in cleaning, for tile low
1 prices bring you quality cleaning that actually
makes your clothes last longer! Attention to the
requirements of diffirent fabrics and dyes, com-
bined with the care exercised by an expert staff,
brings back new life to every garment cleaned by
us!





for Lerman Shoppers with $5 and $10
Purchases in Our January Clearance
You've had Lerman gifts before and
we know that you liked them tremen-
dously. This time we've oUtdone all
previous attempts at showing appre-
ciation of your fine patronage.
These attrackive gift, pieces are nice
enough to take400nored places in-the
best of homes, and to get them iS'- qUit.e.- ;'
a $ipiple matter.
INCLUDED ARE-






• Dishes, and many others.
All are FREE to show our appreciation of your fine
patronage. 
_
ttomAN  ens.)c.cH PRMNI 0 S 
. .
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Woman's Missionary Society Of
Ktrksey. M. E. Church meets
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the..Kirksey Methodist Church
Met at the home of Mrs. Eunice
Carson at -2 o'clock. Saturday, Jan-
uary 9, Mrs. Max Hurt, presi-
dent, iiresided and conducted the
devotional. - After the business
eession, the following program was
given:
Meditation. Mrs. H. H. Pace.
Welfare Work, Mrs. Allie Harrel
and Miss Mary Reid.
Missionary News, Mrs. E. V.
'Underhill.
Some Goals for 1937, Mrs. Max
Hurt.
Mr. And Mrs. Harrel Wilson
Given Kitchen Shower
Mr. end Mrs. Darrell 'Wilson
.were surprised last Thursday after-
noon with a kitchen shower a.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson received
many nice and useful gifts which
were greatly appreciated.
Those present included Mrs.
Marvin Hill, Mrs. Eva Farris, Mrs.
Susie Farris, Mrs. Don Nix, Miss
Elizabeth Walker, _Mrs., sloe This
well, Mrs. Lelon Strader, Mrse
Myrtie Osbron, Mrs. Audrey Gibbs,
Mrs. Hershell Sykes, Mrs. George
Starks, Miss Pearl Starks.
Mrs. Ralph Tidwell, Mrs. Hardle
Wilson, Mrs. J. H. Foster, Mrs.
Vernon Wilson, Mrs. Collie Salmon,
Mrs. G. H. Johnson, Mrs. Frank
Guthrie, Mrs. T. L. Collins, Mrs.
Dave St. John, Mrs. Geotge Lin-
Mrs. Irvin Forrest, Mrs.
Harold Ezell, Miss Louise Forrest,
Bob Morris, Mrs. Charlie Mor-
ris. Miss Carleen Morris, Miss Bols-
hie Ann Morris, IVIN-e Sue
Mrs. Garvin Linville. Raymond
Tidwell, and Mrs. Solon Shackle-
ford.
  • -
Students Hearejn Recital
, Miss Julia Hammack,. Sturgis,
gave her senior recital in piano
in the college aunitorium Tueaslay
night, January 12. She was assist-_r___ 
r fitly, Sell or Trade1
.: WORK STOCK
We will have a number of work horses
and mules to sell or trade, and will buy




Trade lot located next to East Side






. $,;(.:. 1. No.
:14:4
?......• : !... 1,74 „






that a piecitan't nights rest
awaits them in St LOUIS at
hotel Melbourne. Soft corn-
fortable beds: every luxury and
very fine food at moderate cost
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_
ed by Charles Baugh, baritone, a
junior from Lynn Grove.
The numbers interpreted by Miss
Hammack were "Sonata. Op. 28
(Andante con Variazione Scherzo:
Allegro Mottos", by Beethoven;
"Nocturne in Major", by 'Cho-
pin; "Wiener Tanze. No. 5", by
Gartner-Friedman: "Pavane !pour
une enfante defunte)", by Ravel;
and "General Lavine (eccentric)",
by Debussy.
Mr. Baugh sang the following se-
lections: "Recitative: 'From the
Rage of the Tempest' (Julius
Caeser)", by Handel; "Air 'Hear
Me! Ye Winds and Waves' (Sci-
pio)", by Handel; "Summer Rain",
by s Charles Willeby; "When I
Think Upon the Maidens". by
Michael Head; and "Not Under-
stood", by 'Albert Houghton.
First Baptist Missionary
Circles Meet
Missionary Circles of the First
Baptist Church met last Tuesday,
-Circle No. 2 met with Mrs. Mary
Thomas. Circle No. 3 met in the
home of Mrs..arade Crawford, and
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pEOPLE of the North countryhated Corporal Steve Brandt.
They. hated him benause he was
hard and cruel and severe, because
he abided laY the law to the letter,
because he was relentless and ruth-
less and blind to all else but the
accomplishment of his duty. And
none was more aware of this hatred
than Corporal Brandt himself.
He thought•of it now as he swung
his dog team down the embank-
ment and onto the frozen bed of
the river. The river stretched
ahead of him for:gm:neve miles, a
broad and crazily winding high-
way penetrating the bleak and
fr:ozen.fastnesses of the Northland.
Somewhere in that remote and des-
olate wilderness a man was fleeing
from the law, And the fact that
Corporal Brandt was the cause of
the mares being there was the one
great regret of his life; the fact
• • • • • that he was now in search 
of him
Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr. Host 
was joyful compensation. Strange?
Y-ess, but there are odd circum-
To Sewing Club . stances suriounding this situation.
Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr. was at home A man had 
been killed at
to the Entrou.s Sewing Club Wed- 
MacDougal's post, and one Enoch
nesday afternoon. Sewing and 
_
Vaughn wet accused of the crime.
conversation were enjoyed after
which a salad course was served.
All members except one were
present at the meeting. Visitors of
the afternoon club were Mrs. Ben
Davis, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs.
•W. T. Sledd Jr., Mrs. Vernon Stub-
hlefield-Irl. Mei. --Joe RYars




The Murray State College bas-
ketball team, champiori—or• the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic
Aesociation, will sponsor a break
dance in the college auditorium
trnmecliately after the game with
Western Kentuasts here Saturday
night, January ..23, according to
Eloyd "Red". Burdette, star forward
for the Thoroughbreds. The or-
chestra will take the floor at 9:30
and dancing will continue until
11:30. •
._ LeRoy Offerman's collegiate band
will be the musical feature. The
dance. Burd,ette said will be in
honor 'of Western.
Sewing Club Meets
Mrs. Walter Boone was at home
to te inembere of her sewing club
Thursdby.
Plans for a party were made to
be held Friday night. January 15,
at 'the home of Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Ccitham.
Eight members were present.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
PRESBYTERIAN- CHURCH
Sunday School, 10:00.
Morning Worship; -41r00. Sermon
theme: "Amphibian Beings". We
-read of 'amphibian planes which
can land and take off from either
land or water. We study about
amphibious animals that can live
either upon the land Or- -in the
water. - The word "amphibian",
however, does not necessarily ap-
ply only to land and water. It
means literally "two lives." or "a
double life." Any being that is
capable of living in more than one
realm is an "amphibian being."
We human - beings belong in this
category and that is to be the
theme of the discussion at the.
Presbyterian, service on Sunday
Morning at the Court House.
Bruce Maguire, pastor
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Deliver Your Tobacco to
GROWER'S LOOSE FLO 
Leitding Day Sales Average - $13. 8
HIGHEST AVERAGE OF ALL FLOORS for SEAS
Our Season Floor Average  . $9.3
Leading Snuff Tobacco Sold
on our Floor at  U5.00
_ We have a good warm 'factory in
which to ,take care of your tobacco;





Open Day and Night
We believe our years of bnying, han-
dling and selling tobacco is worth
something to yqu.
Grower's Loose Leaf Floor
a
We give each basket of, your
tobacoo personal attentipn to





, EAST OF RAILROAD Opposite Depot I
• --- JACK-FARMER, -Manager
feell/////f7/FaY/WAYY1597////o9W/,, ,fmayyy/..4.7.9~,W.WeefYWX/////,',/,
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Steve Brandt had come upon
Vaughn bending over the corpse
and holding a bloody knife in his
'heed. The policeman had accused
him. and Vaughn, frightened, had
fled. It was not until two hours
later that the note had been found.
signed by the murdered Man, which
stated he had taken his own life.
There -was a certain desperation
in Corporal Braridt's eyes as he
lashed out at the dogs, a disturb-
ing fear in his heart, for if he
failed to overtake the fugitive the
wrong he had done would ever
burden his conscience.
Teri-Miles farthez north, Brandt
left the river be and began a
zig-zag course across country. An
hour later he picked up the single
snowshoe tracks of •a man. A
great sense of relief able over him.
There was no doubt that the im-
prints had been made by Vaughn.
The owner of them was traveling
light and fast, heading as an arrow
for the wild, broken country north.
of Bascom's ledge. Vaughn's
brother had a cabin somewhere up
there.
Brandt whipped his dogs into a
fast pace, yet, despite the speed
with which they covered the
ground, darkness settled down and
the fugitive was still far ahead.
Reluctantly Brandt made camp. It
would be impossible to follow the
tracks in the darkness, and he
knew that Vaughn would keep_ go-
ing all night.
He was up at the crack of dawn
and on the trail. Before noon he
found evidence that the fleeing
man had stopped to rest, and. the
snowshoe printse.showed that he
was tiring.
The policeman 'pushed on. By
mid-afternoon- the light of anticipa-
tion glowed in his eyes. Vaughn
could not be more than a mile
ahead now. It occurred to the
officer as being strange that the
fugitive had slowed' his pace so
great a degree. But the thought
enly flashed into his mind and was
instantly gone.
His advance became more cau-
tious now, for he remembered that
Vaughn thought himself to be a
heisted man, and was therefore,
desperate. Instead of following the
snowshoe ird-Preftr he cut off to
the right, swung north again and
went ahead on a parallel course.
The dogs were Close to exhaustion
but Brandt drove them ahead with-
out mercy.
An hour before darkness he cut
back to the left, slowed his pace
and presently came again upon the
tracks of the fugitiVes. Ten feet
away he saw signs that told how
Vaughn had fallen and • lay -for
some time without rising. Brandt
puckered his brow, spoke softly to
the dogs. They went ,ahead and
the policeman followed at some
distance, senses attune& to catch
the first unnatural sight or sound.
Abruptly the dogs stopped.
Brandt stepped quickly behind a
tree and waited. After a moment
he appeared around its base, and
what he saw sent hips out into the
open without fear orseaution.
A dozen feet ahead of the panting
dogs a figure ley huddled a n d
crumpled in the snow. • Brandt
stooped over it, lifted its head and
looked down into its face. And
then a terrible fear clutched at his
heart. The ligure was that of
Enoch Vaughn. But Enoch Vaughn
was dead.
Brandt stood like a stone image.
He undetstood, now why the fugitive
had slowed his pace so noticeably.
His escape from Ma.cDougal's had
necessitated speed. There had
been no time to equip himself with
food or extra clothing. He had
fled in a panic of fear. And then
cruel northern climate had claimed
him for its victim. Without food
he had weakened fast. Not daring'
to ttop and kindle a Ilse and rest
he had pushed _ahead in the bare
hope of reaching -tris brother's
cabin. ,
Corporal Brandt _turned away.
This was the result Of hitione deed
of mercy, the one opportunity - to
break down the barrier of hatred
that had embittered his •heart. In
his mind's eye he could see people
at MacDougal's, hear heir voice.
.1_This, for him, was also the end.
-III --
it Pays to Read she Classifieds
Compensation
for Looks
By BARBARA A. BENEDICT
Q klisoeisted Nerraepayseirs.
Sy NC Beryl...,
THE moment Sam Reynolds laideyes on red - headed Jeff
Weatherbee all his fears vanished.
Jeff was freckled and homely. Sam
knew that he wouldn't sand a
chance with Linda Dumont
Jeff was a friend of Jim Dumont,
Linda's brother. The two had met
out west somewhere, and when Jim
heard that his red-headed friend
was coming east for a visit, he
invited him to spend a week at
the Dumont home. When Sibs
heard about it he had become
afraid, afraid that 'Jeff might cut
in on him with Linda. He had
worried about it a good deal be-
fore Jeff arrived. -
Now it seemed amusing. Jeff
was comically homely, and Sam
was handsome, about as handsome,
a youth as_yetti could find in Fair-
field. Most all of Fairfield's young
females envied Linda Dumont be-
c_ause of his attentions to her. Sam
knew of their envy and reveled
In it.
- The night after Jeff arrived the
Dumonts held a party in his honor
and, of course, Sam was invited.
He shook hands with the westerner
warmly. Be could afford to be
cordial, he told himself, now that
he was sure Jeff wouldn't offer
him any competition, and being
cordial would probably make an
impression on Linda.
Throughout the evening he kept
his eye on Jeff and presently began
...pitying him in a smug sort of was,.
It must be pretty terrible, he told
himself expansively, to be as
homely as Jeff, must make a chap
feel at a disadvantage. Pathetic,
too, the way he had to dance with
Linda's mother and unattractive
girls to gain recognition. Thinking
of it, Sam shuddered. He couldn't
help picturing himself in Jeff's pre-
dicament, in a role in which he
was forced to be something be-
sides aloof and arrogant and very
sure of himself. f
So Sam, vastly amused, did not
assert himself too strongly with
Linda ,,throughout the evening. And
during 'the week that followed Be
decided. big-heartedly, to leave the
field clear for Jeff.. Jeff was prob-
ably having the thrill of a lifetime.
This was no doubt the first time
he'd ever held the interest of a
good-looking girl. Sam felt very
pleased with himself.
It was a little annoying when
Jeff prolonged his visit a second
week. Sam could understand how
reluctant he must be to leave Lin-
da, but after all there was a limit.
Chaps like Jeff never seemed to
appreellth a kindness, always
seemed to abuse a privilege.
However, Jeff departed at the
end of the second week, and that
evening Sam called on .Linda.. She
affected regret because.of Jeff's
absence, and this piqued him aThit.
Didn't the little idiot know better
thansto try and make him jealous
by tieing red-headed --Jeff as a_
means? It-occurred to him that
she 'was becoming a little too sure
of hltself; and he decided to teach
her a lesson by 'withdrawing his
interest and attention for awhile
and-concentrating on other Fair-
field beauties.
Annoyingly, the withdrawal of in-
terest and attention didn't appear
to bother Linda a great deal. Three
days later she left town to visit
her aunt in Richmond. Sam was
contemptuous. Well, if that's the
way she felt about it, he could
play the game, too. Let her as-
sume indifference if liked. Be-
fore he was done with her she'd
regret it.
Sam expected .that Linda would
be gone not more than Ono days,
three at the most. He flattered
himself that she couldn't resist see-
ing him any longer than 'that. But
it was a week before she finally
rettreHed. Sans saw Stm•dieving
her up from the station. He smiled
to himself, and when he reached
homeethatnight he casually asked
his mother if -there had been any
phone calls for him. But there
hadn't Andeknone came in the
early evening.
At 8. o'clock Sam choked his
pride. and decided perhaps he'd
been a little too hard on the girt
Ha set out for the Dumont home
with the intention of effecting a
reconciliation.
Linda greeted him on the porch.
Her eyes were shining. "Oh, Sam,
I have the most wonderful news!
Jeff Weatherbee and I were mar-
ried a week ego! Isn't it grand?
We spent a honeymoon at Saranac
and tomorrow I'm leaving for Chi-
cago tc(ineet him. Then we're go-
ing west!"
Sam's mouth fell open. lie
goggled. -marriedl you and jerfl.i
He swallowed, said impulsively.
"That funny looking guy!"
Linda's eyes flashed. "He's not
funny looking! ,He's-" She
stopped, and suddenly looked at
Sam and smiled underafelidingly.
"Oh, Sam, you poor boy. Don't
you realize that looks don't count?
It's what a man is that tells the
story. What he does and says.
The little kindnesses-like dancing
with old ladies and unattractive
girls, and being nice and thoughte
ful and unselfish. Jeffs sserhaps.
isn't hanasome, but he has so many
lovable ways."
Bit Sam only blinked and looked
wholly bewildered. Sam didn't un-
derstand. He was too handsome.
 .10•IrleMe.
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Dr. H. Calvin Smith
Dr. H. Calvin Smith received his
medical degree from the College
of Medical Evangelists, Loma
Linda, Calif., in 1932. He received
his eart training at the Pacific
Union liege of California ob-
taining the degree of AS.
He is a diplomate of the Na-
tional Board of Examiners of the
American Medical Association. Dr.
Smith 'did his internship at the
White Memorial Hospital, Los An-
geles, Calle He has been associ-
ated with the Mason Hospital since,
1932 with the exception of the
time last summer when he did
special study in uology at Chica-
go, Los Angeles and Rochester,
Minn.
Smith assists in surgery as Latins and discounts D , -
the surrounding territory. Benking house owned, furniture ,and fixtures 17,200190.6080
well as does medical practice in Overdrafts 
Other real estate.,,owned - • 52,490.70
Breckinridge county 4-H club I Frequently cleaned saanng ma-
members bought .four ored gilts chines give better service, in the
from A. P. Adair,' Bourbon coun- opinion of 100 Garrard county
ty, for their pig club 'project. homemakers who tried it.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning subject: "A GREAT
SECRET REVEALED". Evening
subject: "THE UNGODLY ARE
?MT SO".
Sunday School every Sunday
morning at 9:30, with classes for
all ages taught by experienced
teachers, -whose one purpose is to
teach the Bible to their pupils.
Dr. Hugh H. McElrath, superin-
tendent.
Baptist Training Union meets at
610. every Senday evening with
Bible programs that -build larger
and" stronger spiritual characters
in, all, especlally in younger,Chris=
tians. This is the place- of training
for greater usefulness in church
e arid work. R. W.
director. •
Mid-week meeting every Wed-
nesday evening at 7:15, followed
immediately by the Worker's
Council meeting for all Sunday
School officers, teachers, workers
and those interested in building -a
greater Sunday School and Prayer
meeting... es
The first CHURCH WEEK of
1937, begins January 31 with pas-
tors of the .Blood. -River Associ-
ation speaking night after . night.
Monday night. February 1. a 'meet-
ing for all the deacons of all
• churches in Blood River As-
sociation. A very cordial invita-
tion is extended to every one.
Sam P. Martin, pastor
In-Hancock county, much lespe-
deza at first thought to have been
killed by drouth grew out after
rains and made a seed crop_
A clear profit last' month ef
$32.50 on his poultry flock was
inside by Ford Ferguson, of Mor-
gid-eounte.
Report of Condition of
BANK OF MURRAY
of Murray, Ky., in the state of Kentucky, at the close of
business on December 31, 1936
ASSETS
Cash balances with other banks, and cash
_items in process of collection $130,116.71
nited States Government obligations, direct
and fully guaranteed  233,663.34
State, county, and municipal obligations  95,456.71
Other bonds. notes, and debentures  18,800.00
760 322 44
.,
TOTAL ASSE'S'  $1,308,069.58
LIABILITIES AND-'C-APITA'L
Demand deposits 
Time deposits evidenced by savings pass boas 198,038.82
Other time deposits  459,484.97
State, county arid municipal deposits  74,278.60
Deposits of other banks- • 17,987.45
Federal Reserve bank (transit account)  5,194.04
Other -liabilities  2,082.90
Capital stock and capital notes
and debentures $60,,500.00
Surplus  25,000.00
Undivided profits  3,735.41 
, Reserves 2,117.01
`Total capital account  91,352142
'
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL .. $1,308,069.58_ _
On December 31, 1936, the required legal reserve
against deposits of this bank was $66,445.00. Assets re-
ported above which were eligible as legal reserve amount-
ed to $1341,116.71.
- This bank's capital is represented by 6,050 shares of
common stock, par $60,500.00.-
Assets deposited with state authorities
qualify for the exercise of fiduciary or '
corporate powers, or pledged for other pur-
poses  $96,200.04)
I, George Hart, cashier of the above named bank,-do
solemnly swear that the above statement is &lie, and that
it fully and comactly represents the true state of the sev-
eral matters hefein contained and set forth, to the best
of my knowledge And belief.—Gorge Hart, Cashier.
Attest: M. 0. Wrather, E. A. Ross.
—J. D. Sexton, Max B. Hurt, M. T. Morris, Directors.
STATE OF KENTUCKY!
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day of
January, 1937, and I hereby certify that I am not an of-
ficer or director of this bank.—Hugh Melugin, Notary
.Public. ,my commission expires Januacy 15, 1940-
DVERTISING
Does Four Things
If you conduct a retail store, there for four thinsg you wish to do:
1. You wish to HOLD all your present customers.
_
2. You wish to SELL more goods to your "present customers.
—
3. You wish to REPLACE with new customers the old ones who
moved away.
4. You.laish to INCREASE THE NUM134R of your customers.
Thus you have four objectives. Not one of these ob-
jectiva. can be reached by doing nothing None of these
objectives can be wholly realized without advertising in'
-Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper-


















Murray High is also putting sev-
eel feathers in our cap in bas-
ketball as well as football. On
Tuesday afternoon arm night, Mur-
ray was host to Lynn Grove, New
Concord. and Hazel for a blind
tournament. _ In the first round
Lynn Grove and New Concord met
--and New Concord won by a slight
margin. Hazel and Murray then
played with Murray „victorious. At
the-hight genies losers of the after-
*nooa game& Lyen Gto4 and
Hazel, and the two winners, 'Mur-
ray and New Concord naet_ Hazel
wortHe game and Murray triumph-
ed rail its tilt, making us the
winner of the tourney. .
On 'Saturday night Murray High
met Clinton and won -by a score of
17-15. The game was closely con-
tested with the Tigers rallying irr
the tlosing mioutes to win.
The Garden Club of Murray gave
prizes for the bird boxes made by
----ttizi7gtr1s---and boys. The ralid
prise was._ won by R. P. Buchanan.
; In the rustic division, the follow-
.' ing boys were winners: First. Solon
  _Hale and aocond.S.Illane_.Sykeso In
• the girls' division Nelle Aleeander
won first and Virginia Seay wen
second. In the other section for
the boys. James Buchanan won
first. Noble MeDougal. second.. and
Leohord McNutt. third. For the
girl., Margaret Cole, first, Clara
Waldrop. second. and Mary Lee
,Coltanan. 'third. The grand Prize
'..7...avas-12.00, „all first 'Mr* al. all
6 s seconei- prizes 75c. and third prizes
weep 50c.
NEGROES STEAL EIGHT SUITS
Timm CASTLEBERRYS SHOP
Jerk
county jail awaiting trial for
breaking into Castleberry- Shoe
-Sbuttiain the basement of the Ryan
Budging Saturday night and tak-
ing leiaht suits of clothes.
Hotrance was gained into the
liasencrit shop by breaking out the
ivindow near the steps- that lead ,
to castelberry's Shop and' Heve-
ner'. Tailoring Shop. Another
negro,. from Paris ,aided Skinner
butisao, net-laren found. Mr. Ilepp-
Tier -Mated that The culprits did not





The Rev. James E. Wilford, fea-
tured as one of America's modern
circuit riders by Robert Talley in
his full-page feature story in: aria
Wane. of the -Memphis Commercial
Appeal ' for Sunday, Januaryo' ,10.•
Was foreherly a student in Murray
State College. He is 28 years old,
and is a Methodist minister.
"Young Rev. Mr. Wilford." says
Talley in the Commercial Appetit
'la a big strapping, squareejawed.
clean-cut younytellow whe looks
like he would make a swell tackle
for anybody's football teeth. He
didn't have time to play football
during his 'year at Murray.- State
College. because, as 'on trial' min-
ister, he had charge of five country
churches 'in .that yr-OMITS-. -More-
over, he was too busy cooking his
meals in his room in hi efforts to
subsist on his $222 annual salary
that his five congregations paid
him."
Rev. Wilford is well remembered
in Calloway county haVing filled




CHICAGO. Jan. 13-4IogiO 25.000,
including 8.000 direct: mostly 55i
10colower than Tuesday's average;
top 10.40-: bulk good and choice
170-300 lb.. 10.25o 10.35; beet sows
early 10.00.
Cattle 15.000, calves 1.500; med-
ium weight and weighty steers
weak to 25c lower; prospects 75'40
40 cents down on medium -and
good gawks: yearlings steady to
compara-
tively scarce; .largely steer run
with medium•to good grades pre-
dominating; also more stockers
and feeders in crop: comparatively
ittle"doJid on earTY round; best
long yearlings 14.10 but prospects
14_25 top: best 1.450- lb., steers 14.-
00; all she stock coirlaratively
scarce, mostly steady; strictly
choice weighty heifers 12.00;-most
haitias.7.901b9.50; bullsoand vealers
-steadysat 665 down and 13.00- down
respectively.
I Not .F:vervIi-ody, ,in
i Calloway county sub-
I ib h scr es to t Ledger
Mead tbe ciassineu comma. j& Times but nearly
- — -
DIPLOMAS or CERTIFICATES
ANY FORM OR STYLE. FOR ANY KIND OF
SCHOOL OR SOCIETY
, Send for sample of kind of school wanted..-
Stock forms at very low prices for any kind
of school
Midland Diploma Company




1, Murray products are as good as the best.




-Murray supports you in -sickness and in health,
n happiness or sorrow, in business or in pleas-
ure—with money, time and service.
1. Murray's business men have made the city
grow and they therefore-deserve your sup-
port.
S. A dollar spent in Murray is a dollar saved. A
dollar spent out of town is ei,dollar lost.
-One -fbr All ;, All for erne.'4
•
Murnik Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
teeer--
- •••••••






MO ONE caught on to my secre
but Sheila. Sheila was smart.
Pretty, too. She had smoky eyes
and pure white skin. You knew
after one look at her that she'd been
aroulad.
We met at a winter sports house-
party up in New, Hampshire, and
the next Monday, back in Boston.
I took her to lunch. "I've some
friends I'd- like to have you meet,"
I said. • "They have an apartment
out on the Fenway. Suppose we
run out tonight?" She looked at
me with a sudden flash of her
smoky eyes, and I said quick-
ly: "Sounds like a stuffy eve-
ning, I suppose. It won't be. Bette
and Gill "are 0. K. You'll like
therm"
"I'd love to go," she said. And
so that night we called on Bette
and Gill Luck,ly they  were home.
They liked Sheila and she-- liked
them. We had a swell evening,
just sitting around and talking and
sipping highballs
Well. during the six_months that
followed I saw a lot of Sheila, and
together we saw a lot of Gill and
Bette. One night I went up there
without her, and you'd think those
twqrh a d 'been waiting for an' oppor-
tunity to get, me alone. •
-Say, llstia," Gill said. "You're
getting old. I mean, here we've
beep married six years and you're
not even an love."
"How would you know about
that?" I grinned at him.
-'4-luseveitilt- Bette cried delight-
edly. "It's Sheila! lie's in love
with Sheila! Oh, Jim, we think
thaOs grand! She'll make you a
wonderful 'wife:*
"She's gut what it takes." Gill
added enthusiastically.
"Do you like her, Gill?" I asked
eagerly.
"Swell!" said Gill. -Now listen,
old man, we don't want to butt
•into your private affairs, but every
man ought to marry. Why, my
-gosh, you haven't any idea wha.t‘
it does to a chap."
-I've gat a pretty good notion,"
I said grinning again. "after know-
too you two for so long," -
why-" Bette began, and
shipped. She --affected petulance.
"All' right , Let's let him-- alone,
Gill. When a man who doesn't
know a good thing when he sees
It —s•-
New End-Table Lamps Add
To Comfort Of Living Room
End-table lamps with translucent bowls of glass or plastic material under
the shades, are the newest things for lighting a divan. They provide
smooth, ample light over the entire area.
By Jean Prentice
rrHE first guest of the evening has
arrived. Before long the room
will be filled with young women
chattering away over their knitting
or club affairs.
Now's the time when the hostess
is especially thankful for her good
lighting at the davenpoet.
From end to end of the sofa the'
illumination is even and adequate.
There's comfortable lighting for as
many persons as can be seated here.
This is a requirement for good
davenport lighting, and I wonder if
yours meets the test.
Hidden Values
Perhaps you may be thinking,
"My end-table lamps are very much
like the Ones pictured."
But are they? The cook who set
out to make ginger cookies, and, by
mistake, used powdered mustard in-
stead of-ginger, found that the bat-
ter looked the same . . but the
taste wasn't!
There are hidden values and inner
workitigs-fn these brand new end-
-table lamps that 'make them taste
very good to the eposoSerew off the One Of the interior decorator's--
knob at the top, lift the shade, and cardinal -principles is the correct
theres the answer. A' translucent grouping of furniture. It is a pleasure
bowl of glass or plastic material then to know that it is possible to
holds the bulb. The bowl diffuses the have an attractive davenport ar-
light softly and smoothly, sending rangernent like this without sacri-
some upward, and much down on firing either style or scientific light.
one's work. king. Vie cite have both. •-
, A college girl's poor study lamp
really started this new sort of end.
table lamp several years ago. The
girl's father, a lighting engineer, de-
cided that for better protection of
her eyesight, she must have a bet-
ter lamp.
Newest Member of Lamp Family
The outcome was the designing
not only of an improved study lamp,
but as time went along, of a whole
new flock of lamps. These are
intended for particular furniture
groupings. They are made by many
manufacturers in a variety of styles.
Their scientific principles are the
same, and the designs are approved
by the Illuminating Engineering So-
ciety.
Newest addition to this family of
eyesight-protecting lamps is the end-
able aim:Kiel, coming in a diversity
of styles. Since it does not produce
as much indirect lighting as sonic
of the other members of this lamp
;lamb it is important that addition-
al models of the new type of lamp
be used in the room, at the same
time.
umns are of concrete and brick,
very durable as well as beautiful.
The building requires 6,000 heating
feet to keep it warm in the winter.
The electric refrigerating unit is
approximately 4x6x8 feet, this cold
storage unit insures the keeping
of foods for the kitchens.
Operating Table Modern
The operating table to be used
in the new unit can be set in 22
different positions insuring facili-
ties for all types of surgery":-- '--
Automatic Sprinkler System
_ In addition to the fire-proof con7
ntrtietion involved in this modern
hospital building, an automatic
sprinkler system has beers added,
making _destructive fires in the
hospital an impossibility. The.
Rockwood Class A sprinkler sys-
tem gas been installed, the first
twinkler system ever to be install-
ed in Murray. There are 807
sprinkler heads and 6 miles of
pipe in this fire-proof unit. The
system is connected to the weter
main with a 8-inch main to insure
ample water . at any' time. At a
temperature ,of 1/11 degrees, in any
--part-ot the -1511111111ig, thenertinkler-
head blows and the water is thus
on; An alarm is connected with
this system and at any time the
pressure is lowered this automatic
electric signal gives the alarm both
to the staff of the hospital and the
city five department. An outside
alarm also is connected that can
be heard for half mile radius:-
Steam Heatedotleilding
The building is steam heated.
powerful vacuum pump, maintain-
ing an eight-pound vacuum, guar-
antees equal heating °Usti rooms
in alt sections of the building.. 'A'
high-ptessure steam 'boiler suppTfet
a 100 pound steam pressure for use
,in all the sterilizing equipment.
Russian steam, baths, a steam
ironer, steam tables, steam tanks
for hot pack treatments, and steam
heated drying room. A 1.000 gal-
lon hot water storage tank with
separate hot water heater insures
an abundance of hot rater
throughout the buil ding and
especially for the hydrotherapy
department.
The. attractive grounds are being
la_raiscapect ismil-due- attention' Is
being 'given to shrubbery, flowers,
fountains, lawns, etc., which will
make this property one of the most
beautiful and attractive that any
city can be proud 'to possess. A
concrete tennis court.and concrete
shuffle board graneAbe grounds as
well as fletC pools and the beau-MI
lake 'south of the hospital.
The Wm, Mason Memorial Hos-
1 wri Provide room for 101
patient, beds. Whenever the needs
of *this seetion of the country so
indicates, the third floor will be
completed which will house an-
other 50 patients. The' city of
Murray and Calloway county can
be justly proud of being the home
of this modernly equipped and ef-
ficiently operated institution for
the care- of the sick. The new ins-
titution, it is planned, shall con-
tinue to carry forward an unselfish
program of bringing relief and
comfort to the suffering, as has the
Wm. Mason Memorial Roselle/ the
years gone by. .
The payroll for the employees
of the hospital averages between
$15.000 and ;20,000 per year.
"Meaning Sheila," I cut in, and
gestured indifferently. "'Sheila's,
all right. Good company. So are
the dozen other girls I've been
bringing up here."
And so we changed the subject,
and an hour later I left Two
nights after that I saw Sheila. We
went to an ix-Atheism hotel to dinner
and dance. Around ten o'clock I
suggested we leave and run out
to Gill's and Bette's, But Sheila
shook her head, and I looked at
her in some surprise.
-They're nice people," she said..
 ..• "I like them,' but I'm a little tired
  of being an excuse."
11. "Excuse?"
"I've heard about the other girls.
They were all excuses, but I'll bet
they didn't know It."
"Now, wait a Minute," I said.
"What is this?"
"Call it a game, if you like."
She looked at rne_steadily. "Jim,
you'd better give up.. Gill happens
to love his wife and I have an
idea he'll keep on hiving her."
I flushed angrily. "Of course
he will. Who says he won't?"
"Nobody. But you hope tie
won't You hope. -he'll fall for /Me
ur scene other girl you bring up
there to see them." ,...•
"I hope what? What ,Hie devil
are you talking about'
She- sig1ted.-S0h, Jiin, stop pre.'
tending. You're isol6ve with Bette:
You've beelte in love with her for
seoptariat -yek.a./ you' ve 'lost count.
Gill ,.Lin ahead of you And in-
stead of taking it like a .tnari you
resorted,/to artifice.- ' You kept
bringi pretty girls up' there, hop.:
ing- he'd fall for-one of thena, hop-
ing she'd break up Oar . match.
Then - you:r1 have a chance with
Bette, the chance yOU -lacked the
courage to take in. fair -7-."
"Stop!" . T yelled. "You're
crazy!"
"No I'm not. I'm quite sane-
and' quite discerning.- What- kills
me is that neither Gill nor Bette
have caught on. Probably the rea-
son is because each sees some-
thing worth while in the other and
they use that as a measure to
judge outsiders. They can't Im-
agine any one being so rotten or
low:" She stopped and bit her lip.
-"Welk it'a-norie.pf my affair,- but
I'll tell you:this, Jim: Those two
,are allout the only inspiring people
I've ever known., And I'm all for
letting them stay. that way. From
now on, count me out."
I shrugged. "0. K. You're out.
There are two dozen others out
with you. But you're the first
Who's guessed the Tea son," I
-sighed. "I guess I'd better quit.
Gal and Bette think if I married
you I'd be getting a prize. I'm
beginning • -to agree with them. In
facri've neciaect all of a .sudden
.._ that I'm Mate madly in loVe with
you. Perhaps that's because" of
your desire to be counted out of
my little game and your reason for
It. Wilt you marry me?"
,"No " said Sheila., ;
Which is what a chap gets for
i having a secret like mine.
HOTEL
You awake refreshed and full
of pep when you spend a n4-1
at Hotel Melbourne. Splend.0
convenient-close to everythin3
wokhwhile - with fine food










tContinued from Page Onek
business office is found the pharm-
acy and adjacent tO it the labora-
tory. _Across the hall from .these
is the modern x-ray equipment in
a large room especially- construct-
ed to house this department. add-
ing to its. efficiency. The ambu-
lance entrance is on the west side
the , mein building wherte a
landing platform leads inytaedi-
ately to ,the emergeocry examin-
ation room.--From the emergency
examination room pafients can be
taken either to a chetention room
for observation or, the adjacent x-
ray room for insenediate x-ray ex-
amination. A 'Wide doorway be-
tween the rnergency eicamining
room and, the main hall Makes it
possible-/for incoming ambulance
patiepta to, be quickly taken to
any/part oftthe building in wheel
Otairs or on wheel stretchers. The
'remainder of first floor houses
very attractive private and semi-
private patient rooms, as well as
public rest rooms for ladies .and
gentlemen, a modern utility room.
diet kitchen, etc. Inclosed sun
parlors enhance the atractiveness
of this hospital to patients, these
sun parlote being constructed at
both the east side and south end
of the main-Tbuilding.. -
Second Floor. Sotmdproofed
On the second fluor in the' west
wing are strictly modern surgical
and obstetriral departments. Very
attractive and well lighted ,major
and minor operating -rooms having
tiled floors and wainscoting, also
the sterilizing room, the doctor's
dress rig nein-re nurses' w o r k.
rooms. ,ciacter,' scrub-up rooms,
nursery :end delivery rooms. Sound
proof labor rooms and a Very
beautiffirO. B. ward are also in-
cluded in this unit of the building.
The soundproofing- of




high .air yessure.. modern
sterilizing equipment. as well as
knee-cm:droned scrub-up sinks and
entoniatic bed pan sterilizing
equifgpent furnishes this modern
hospital unit. Therk ,econd fluor
AlftalSeh-a !lumber of various sized
wards and many private and semi-
private patient rooms Each floor
is equipped with diet kitchen.
utility room, linen rooms, janitor
room. etc.
Modern Equipment Throughout
The Wm, Mason Memorial Hos-
pital is equipped with the latest
fife-proof automatic tncinerator.
It has an automatic do-Or-control
making_ it impossible for dust or
draft to rise through the-door. The
linen chutes, dumb elevator chute
and stair cases are nf fire proof
construction. No, effort has been
spared to give to the city of Mur-
ray and, Western Kentucky one of
the best planned and racist niCaern
hospitals. The attractive roof is
covered with -Ambler - Absestos
fire-proof shingles, finished in
green. The building is stuccoed
with a pebble-dash finish., The
silent signal system. operated on
the...light plan, is furnished every
,oiseOfthe 104 beds_ A__thirty- hole
iSvitch, beard it ittalled operating
by- the electric 'drop system. The
latest modern steam table is in-
stalled lo keep food in the most
modern way. One hundred eighty
doors of the "air-ho" Ayite-equip
the new structure. Tose are of
the latest modern tonsttuction.
Dexter' hardware is us, la to insure
durability.- The building is served
by two new sewer lir,es and has
four separate sewer lam for the
shedding of rain waif The eel-
to- mail the :7;484;144 a&s...vi
Nursing Texbooks
are supplie"d to the
TRAINING SCHOOL
of the




The Wm. Mason Memorial Hos-
pital is a member of the American
Medica 1 Association, American
Hospital Association, and fully ap-
proved by American College of
Surgeons.
The Hospitals maintains a court-
esy staff extending its courtesies
to all physicians and surgeons in
good standing with the American
Medical Association and approved





President Roosevelt has asked
the Congress of the United States
to appropriate $739.243.00 for "pro-
ject investigations" at the Gil-
berisville Dana in the Lower Ten-
nessee Valley, according to an As-
sociated Press dispatch January 8
in the Nashville Banner.
O This estimate was included in
his recommendation to COngress
for an aairopriaton of $43,000,000
for operations- of the TVA during
the next ;fiscal year, Walt -the
$5.500.060 to, be paid out of future
appropriations, the total estimated
cost of TVA operations for the
year beginning July will be $48,-
500,000.
U. S. Senator M. M. Logan in a
telegram to Lower Tennessee Val-
ley officials on January 8 said the
president's budget estimate con-
taided "specific mention of dam on
Lower Tennessee to serve it and
tributaries".
W. S. Swann, chairman of the
Lower Tennessee. - Valley Aasocia
ation, said today he was gratified
to know that plans were being
pushed for the clam, but that he
was hopeful that an even larger
appropriandff would be made and
that the appropriation could -be
ear-marked "for_ actually starting
the dam.
Previously Dr. A, E. Morgan.
TVA chairman, had assured the
LTVA that he proposed to proceed
with the 78afeart charmer zequirez-
menu invoiving-n -hWrin the
Lower Valley. Dr. Morgan said
this year's exporations carried on
near oilbertsville had confirmed
the.: preliminary. TVA report, as to
the suitability of the foundation_
rock there.
Vie Lower Tennessee Valley As-
sociation will hold a special meet-
ing at Murray Friday 'afternoon.
January 15. to •consider further
plans for sending a delegation to




Stoond grade: Jean Spann.
Third grade: Joe Hal Spann,
Gene Thurmond, Edd Parrish, June
Williams.
Fourth grade: Edward McMillen.
Seventh grade: Maxine Lamp-
kins. Billie Lawrence.
Reseat Democratic P
Committeemen of W. P
George Hart and Mrs
Scott were unseited as
precinct committe man tine
by a special committee bet
argument here Monday ai
C. A. Hale and Mrs. N. P
were seated as Wein mur
cinct committee man and
The case was decided
two factions had held elt
the regular election of tht
mitteemen seme time ba
Hart and Mr& Scott votei
choosing of the county de
chairman. No contest of
seating was made.
Dexter Neu
John Dunn is on the sic
this writing.
Mrs. Hayden Walston
mother of a 9-1b. baby t
Friday night.
Mrs. Will Reeves has
the -etch, list, for. the
Weeks.
men Nanny- Peters a
Imogene Vick of Centralia
visitirtg Mr. and Mrs. Lam
Mr. and Mrs. Lacey ,
13enton are visiting Mr.
Bob Mathis,
Miss Lorene Gream
Mayfield Monday to visit
Miss Maude Woodall s;
week in Murray.
Miss Inell Walston st
Tuesday night in kittmy
Josephine Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. George h
of Hazel spent Sunday
and Mrs. Ocus Puckett,
Miss Anna Doris Lana
miss _Evelyn McDaniel s
week end in Paducalr-es
Naught Adems.-C, A.
It Pays to Read the Ch
A CARD QF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks and deep
dation for the expressions of kindness and, sympathy in
death of my husband and our father, Blythe Godwin E
phreys, and especially to the Reverend of the First Chri.
Church, Ai V. Havens; also 'our relatives, loyal friends, TN
bors, pall bearers, members of the different clubs and dc













uch community, 'andOur bakeries contribute
we are delighted to have the
• 'All local enterprises should be encouraged and &.m-
ported
We have been reliably informed that they need the
help of the public. Therefore, we, the distributors of
Bakery products suggest that consumers use as much of
their products as possible to help out home industry.




J. T. Wallis & Son
Little Castle
Day-Nite Lunch





















ommitteemen of W. Murray
George Hart and Mrs. G. B.
cott were unseated as county
recinct committe man and woman
y a special committee hearing the
rgument here Monday atternoon.
'. A. Hale and Mrs. N. P. Hutson
/ere seated as Weft Murray pre-
inct committee man and Woman.
The case was decided after Ow
wo factions had held election at
he regular election of these corn-
iitteemen seme time back. Mr.
lart and Mil. Scott voted' in the
hoosing of the cottnty democratic
hairman. No contest of the re.
eating was made.
Dexter News
John Dunn is on the sick list at
his writing.
Mrs. Hayden Walston is tho
nother of a 9-1b. baby boy born
,riday night.
Mrs. Will Reeves has been on
he -sick, list for. the past two
(feeks.
-Mee Kenny- Peters- and -Mise-----
megene Vick of Centralia, Ill., are
risiting Mr. and Mrs. Lander Curd.
Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Joyce of
3enton are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
3ob Mathis.
Miss Lorene - Gream wind to
Slayfield Monday to visit friends.
Miss Maude Woodall spent last
week in Murriri. .
Miss Inell Walston spent last
ruesday _night in Meeepy with Miss
Josephine Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. George McConnell
if Hazel spent Sunday with Mr.
ind Mrs. Ocus Puckett.
Miss Anna Doris Laneaster• and
voss Evelyn McDaniel spent, the 
week end in Paducah--With Mrs.
Naught Adams-C. A.




ncere thanks and deep appre-
indness and, sympathy in the
father, Blythe Godwin Hum-
werend of the First Christian..
relatives, loyal friends, neigh.:
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. If you have visitors of whose
your are nut asiaanied, Omega
report them for this column*.
Mrs. Floyd Cherry. of East Main
street, spent the week end with
.her daughter, Mrs. 'Carson Mad-
dox. of Hazel.
Mrs. George Carroll, of South
Fourth street, Murray, fell on the
akey streets last Sunday moraine
egbin0 brake her right.erre. She is
beieg treeted by the Keysatous-
ten Clinic. •
Willard Jones, of Paciticah, is
working with his uncle, George
Carroll, in his Itinch room on
South Fourth street, near the hos-
iery mill.'
Mni. B W: Overby has been ill
of Whim= the past week at her
home on West Main street.
• Airs. Burnie Waters and Mrs.
Gus Farley have moved their sew-
ing department to CormAustires
upstairs.
Bali-Band overshoes; HANES
easte e r,sviiel vea:HmULoLeSy-e. wB EYE h. w T o. siveralls,aseraweldad
Mrs. Freels Pool South Fifth
t
in fact anything that You buy now,
y
street. was admie_er1 to the Wm.
Mason Memorial Hospital Wed-
nesday. January 6, for treatment.
Mr. and Mrs_ Pat Moore moved
this week• to the Bunme Farris
apartment on Elm street.
Mrs. C. A. Bishop, of West





called from Miami. Fla., the past
week, to her father's funeral, has
planned to remain in Murray and
reside with her mother, Mrs. R.
tL Humphreys,_
WM Mildred Echvarcis _of. Cuba,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Carney
gentian of Olive street.
Little Miss Betty Ann Nix, is ill
of chicken pox at the home of her
Parents, Mr. and' Mrs. Rue Nix.
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Myers left
Friday for Detroit to reside.
Mrs. C. B. Ford is confined to
her home with the flu.. ,
T. M. Fisher, cam, Tenn., was
Whoa You Hoed
a Laxative
Tboussuada of men atul wnweu
Iintow how wise it is to take Bleck-
•briught at the first sign of consti-
pation. Mel like the refreshing re-
lief It brings. They know its timely





from sickness brought on by
Yonnave to take a laxative oc-
aestonally, you can nily on
BLACK-DRAUCHT
A GOOD LAXATIVE
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 14, 1937.
admitted to the Keys-Houston
Clinic Hospital Saturday for treat-
ment.
John Ryan has been -confined to
his home with illness the past
week.
Dr. F. W.. Crawford, Denttst, First
R&M Bens Bldg. Tel. 1924. If
George Key and daughters, Fran-
ces and Mary Elizabeth of Indian-
apolis, Ind., visited Mrs. M. 0.
Crouch of L,ynn Grove during the
Christmas holidays. Mr. Key is a
nephew of Mrs. Crouch. This was
his first visit to Kentucky in 12
years.
a surgical operation at the Wm.
Mason Memorial Hospital Wed-
nesday, January 6.
Don't FOOL YOURSELF in
Mishits( that PRICES aren't ad-
vancing every day. We haven't
marked itp our price on one thing;
In „fact we are giving you some
REAL HOT PRICES on seiumnable
merchandise. -W T. diode- * CAL --
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch
had as their guests on Christmas
morn for a bird breakfast: Mr. and
Mrs. B. W. Story,. Mr. and Mrs. M.
0. Crouch, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Crouch. All enjoyed the Christmas
tree with the children and every-
one was remembered with gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Burns Geurin.....ot
Paducah. announce the arrival of
a fine girl born at the Keys-Hous-
ton Clinic Hospital Saturday. The
baby has been named Carolyn
-Rosa,- Mrs. Getirin was formerly
'Miss Hilda Ross and 'had -nursed
at the Clink, Aciipital for some
time for her marriage...
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Crouch gave
a supper on Monday night of
Christmas week in honor of George
Key who wiktrisiting here. Those
present' were Mrs. Betty Key, Mrs.
Mettle Crawford. Mr. and Mrs. I.
H. Key, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton-Key
and children, Margrette, Jaynes,
and Janet, Geo. Key and girls,
Frances and, Mary Elizabeth, Mr.
and Mrs. M. 0. Crouch. Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Parks, Reba Sims,
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Crouch and
children, Ralph, Maxine, and Jan-
Robert Stokes and family of
Akron. Ohio, visited his mother.
Mrs. M. E. Stokes of Lynn Grove
and other relatives of the county
during the holidays.
Mrs. Harold Howard was able to
go bark. ATer- setiNit -at "Padu-
.e-sh- after-MU -out-for an 'opera-
tion. 
_
Vandon Kirkland was ad-
mitted to the Wm. Mason Memorial
Hospital January 6 for surgery.
II winter dresses reduced to
ly a twirl in price § with values
are too high for the prim
Farmer & Hirt.
County Attorney Hall Hood. Nix,
Harris and Postmaster H. T. Wal-,
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13-Plate up to 19-Plate
$3.95 to $8.50
9 MONTHS TO 2 YEARS GUARANTEE
Tire Pumps, 50c up; Car Jacks 70c and $1.2,3_,
Snap-on Double Grip Tire Chains '30c up
"4" Model Car Heaters $1.25
44.orvin and Harrison Hot Water Heaters $9.95 up
'Electric Defrosters 25c, 75c, $2.60
GLASS for all cars, RADIATORS, MUFFLERS.
Ports for "T" Models-Armatures, Generators
Spark Plugs, Points, Gaskets, Tools
MURRAY AUTO PARTS
West of Lerman's Store
B. F. Mitchem, Manager
eniteiGe"."
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort




Louisville's Newest;and Up-to-Date In All
Appointments and Most .
Reasonable Rates
_Write 'TURNER MILANI, Ass't. Manager
- -- • for Reservations -
drop were business visitors in
Frankfort Saturday.
'4:tI Scarborough and C. B.
)(rest of Russellville were visitors
in Murray the past week. They
attended court here.
You can buy STARsBRAND
HALL-HAND or SHELL 'HORSE-
HIDE Shoes from SLEDD'S in
most any kind of WORK SHOE in
either _composition or ALL_ 
LEATIILII shoes at prices train
$1.95 up. And remember all are
GUARANTEED to give SERVICE,
or a NEW pair. W. T. Siedd &
Co. •
V. A. "Bill" Phillips, Frankfort,
was a visitor in Murray Saturday.
Robert Phillips of California left
for his home there the first of the
week. - -
The Rev. R. S. Jones, executive
secretary of the foreign mission
board, Southern Baptist Conven-
tion, Richmond, Va.. visited his
parents, Mr. and, Mrs..  L. Clint
Jones, Friday and Saturday of blot
week. Rev. Jones delivered a
message to the First Baptist
Church, Paducah, Sunday morning
before returning to Richmond.
Mrs. 011ie Burkeen and son. Rob-
ert of near Dexter, were visitors
of Mrs. Bruce Morgan and Mrs.
Y. Morgan the past week.
Max Horace Churchill:. Jr., son
of Me. end Mrs. Max Churchill, is
in the Masan. Memorial Hospital
receiving treatment for a severe
cold.
Alton Miller, Lynn Grove, under-
went an operation for ruptured ap-
pendix at the Keys-Houston Hos-
pital this week and is doing nicely.
Mrs. Thomas Banks Jr., is visit-
ing her father B. C. Craig in
Obion. Tenn.. for a few days.
Mr.. and Mrs. Clyde Ed Bagwell
of Noble, Ky.. are visiting friends
and relatives here.
Miss Runs Wriford-of-- Mayfield-
has concluded a visit to Mrs.
Prat* Albert Stubblefield.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Buren Poyner are
the parents' sit tik-Haby boy. born at
the Wm. Wean i&innorial Hospital
Tuespday. He has been named Ger-
ald Dan.
Mrs. Conn Linn of Tulsa, Okia.,
and Mrs. Clover Coleman of Pa-
ducah, attended the funeral of
their brother B. G. Humphreys.
Mrs. Leland Owen is confined to
her home because of illness.
Dr. and Mrs. James IL Rich-
mond, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Janiett are
invited to be guests at the-annual
dinner ..„..of the _Renton Progress
Club to be, given on Thursday ev-
ening. Jantlary 14.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Irlipird Refel have
taken an apartme* in the Row-
,jett home.
Mrs. Ben Keys, Miss Winifred
Keys and Bob Miller have. return-
ed from a delightful trip to
Florida._
Mr. mid Mrs. Claude White of
Hazel announce the arrival of a
girl born Monday at the Keys-
Houston Clinic, Hospital. Tae baby
has been named Carol! Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubble-
field Jr., plan to move to their
new home bn South Eighth next
week.
- Among those confined to their
homes because of illneis are ,Mrs.-
W. M. Caudill, and Mrs. A.
Hart.
Prices slashed, cat,--on dresses in
teal Hinter-Ankles. Buy while
cheap. Farmer & Hart.
Lynn Key and family, who lived
in Crossland. are now making their
home near Murray. Mr. Key. who
formerly operated a blacksmith
shop in Crossland is now engaged
in 'the grocery business on the
Murray-Hazel highway. His Many
friends of Crossland and elsewhere,
hope for him the best of success.
Henry Williams was admitted to
the Mason Hospital Wednesday to
receive treatment. 
Solon Buoy, son OT-P-.--e. 'Bury
of near New Concord, was ad-
mitted lo the Keys-Houston Clin-
ic Hospital this week for treat-
ment of pneumonia.
See us. for HOT PRICES on
 SUITS and TOP-COATS. WE have
a nice selection in all elms and
colors. W. T. Sledd & Co. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bradley
and baby daughter, Shirley Ann,
of Madisonville, spent the week
end in Murray.
Stanfit Cutchin who teaches in'
Arkansas spent Christmas at home,
Me. and Mrs. Keith. King spent
the holidays in Murray.,
Mrs.-V. E. Windsor is ill pt he
and Mrs. Freemen Fitts are
the parents of a nine pound baby
boy born _Sunday afternoon.
Mrs, Hayden Walston of near
Almo, is the mother of a nine
pound baby boy born Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne. Beale, De-
troit, Mich.. and formerly of Mur-
ray. are the proud parents of a
baby girl. The little Miss has been
named Nancy Arm. - -
Dannie Gibson Walker IS 'In the
Wm. Mason_ Memorial Hospital for
treatment.
Miss Geneva Crass, daughter of
Mr. and Mn. Dewey crass, under-
went an operation fcir'the removal
of her _tonsils at the Keys-Hcats-.
ton Clinic Hospital Saturday and
was Era-Charged Sunday. •
Broadus Creekmur, son of Mr.
and.....Mis. John Creek/n{1r, leaves
March 26 for U. S. A. Broadus
works at Albroolt Field at Panama
Canal and has been stationed there
for the past two years. He will be
stationed at March Field, in Cali-
fornia, on his arrival to the U. 'g.'4
A. He left Mutray nine years ago
for training in aviation, receiving
preliminary work at Chinute Field,
Rantul, Broadus was formerly
a student of Murray State College
. Mrs. Wm. Joe Parker and little
son, Billie Joe, Mr. and Mrs. Will'
Ruse and son Allen, and Ewing
Brocvn of Hollywood, Calif., spentl
last week end with their sister,
Mrs.. Lillie Moss of Clarksville,
Tenn. .
Miss Naomi Maple who under-
went a major operation at the
Mason Hospital December the 21st,
was mtrvid 'the first of this week
to the National Hotel where she!
has taken a room.
Mrs. Edd Gibbs, Murray, under-
went a major operation at the
Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital Sat-
urday.
Mrs. M. G. Carman, College„Ad-
dition. is undergoing treatment at
the Wm. Mason Memorial Hospital.
--Mr. and Mrs. Price Doyle and'
son have taken an apartment in
the Waldrop home on West Main.
Mrs. M. G. Carman is at the
Masan Hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Santo Bailey left Saturday
for Oklahoma City, Okla., where
she will spend the winter with
her daughters, Mrs. B. F. O'Conner
and Miss Matilene Bailey.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Aaron of
Hopitinsville are the parents of a
baby girl, born January the
seventh. She has been named Jane
Monroe Aaron. Miss Mary Evelyn
Eaves was a member of the music
faculty of Murray State C011ege
before her marriage and Mr. Aaron
often visited in the city. They
have a wide group oft friends here
who offer congratulations.
Miss Emma Heim is spending
this week in. Lexington, Ky., ob-
serving at the University Training.
School.
Mrs. Oury ,Lassiter, New Con-
cord, underwent an operation at
the Keys-Houston Clinic. Hospital
Monday _And_ is doing fine._ .
Alice and Billie Keys, thilaen
of Mr. and Mrs. Issac Keys of
Corpus Christi, Tex. spent Christ-
mas holidays . with their grand-
Mother, Mrs. John Keys, and
daughters._
The following CCC boys were
admitted - -to the Keys-Houston
Clinic, Hospital this week:- 011ie
England, Cadiz, lloah....,Chapman,
Paducah. Basil Coleman, Paducah,
Earl Jones, James Richardson,
Reece -Lincion, Kirk Smith, Paul
Mitchell, F. M. McKinney, Roscoe
McIntosh, John L. Cannon.
Little Miss Dorothy. daughter of
Prof, and Mrs. Franklin P. Inglis
Of Murray State College, is serious-
ly -ill at the Mason Memorial fiosr
pital.
EA C. Ray and E. 0. Rapt, of
Sedalia. were guests Sunday
-borne of-Mr and- Mr e Lewis-Bea-
man.
The Rev. Olen 'Boatwright of
Springville, 'Ienn., has been a
guest with Mr.. and Mrs. Harry
Arnold this week.
Mrs. J. ,C. Hill arrived Monday
from Truman, Ark., following a
several weeks visit with her son,
Hill, and daughtef,- Mrs.
Beatr e Campbell.
Mrs. Dora Ward, of Pachicah
visited Mrs. Lewis Beaman last
week.
Dr. F. E. Crawford is confined to
his home on account of illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton, Prichard of
Hazel were, .§...unda,y-gtrests of the
. Prichard and Mx. and
Mrs. J. C. Walker. , , •
Charles Miller, son of Mrs. Gen-
try Miller, is under treatment at
the Keys-Houston Clinic for dia-
betes.
Ralph Holcomb, an employee of
the U-tote-em grocery has been
confined to his on North Fourth
street with illness this week.-
B. G. Walker of the .county isa
patient at the Mason Hospital this
week suffering from sinus trouble.
He is the father of Leonard Walker
this ei.ty, • - -
The following- CCC boys were
discharged, from the Keys-Houston
Clinic this week: Basil Coleman,
Jamei Richardson, Paul Mitchell,
Leo Kirk. Charles Lance,
Pat Alvin, small son of Mr. and
Mrs. Oury Shackleford near Mur-
ray, was discharged from the
Keys-Houston Clinic Hdspitel this
week following treatment for mas-
toid. -
' Mr, and Mrs. Urey Sarrells mov-
ed to the Bradley home on South
Sixth street Monday.
, Word was received here this
week Of the marriage of Miss
Winona Burrows to Johnnie Nunn
on December 13. 'Mr. Dunn is a
pharmacist and is located in Nash-
ville, _Tenn. They Will mike their
home In Nashville,
0. A. 'Kerns, Memphis, Tenn..
was a,visitor of Mr. and Mrs. Sant
Robinson. South Fifth street, last
week.
Mrs. Jint.Dick, Paris, Tenn., was
the week end 'guest of Mrs. Sam
Robinson, South Fifth street.
- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Eskridge,
Blytheville, Ark., are visiting rela-
tives in Murray and the county
this week. Mrs. Eskridge was
Miss Mary Franklin Story before
her marriage.
Carefully culled poultry resulted
from a county-wide campaign in
Rowan .county.
06 Sleepless, Nervous?
Mm J. j. Keylon of 1247
F. lath St. Chattanooga.
Tenn., said: "Doring mr.F ,.11
age I felt tired aid Ave,-
didn't sleep well at night
had no appetite, had lost
w4illbt. arid bad heat flashes
that made me miaerabM
Dr. Pierce's. Favorite
eerlptlon taken as a tonic
'helped me from this wry first. I had a good
nppetife, gssdually gained in weight and felt
like a new perse.n." t.to to pow drowses






Our patrons will long remember this SAL E, because for the first time in many years
we have thrown caution to the winds. . . . NOW we give you our fine quality mer-
chandise at prices cut to the bottom. DON'T .IT! BUY NOW!!
Sale Begins Friday, Jan. 15, 8:00 a. m.




Regular 10c Metes Sox,



















Men's anti Boys' Shirts
and lOc
Shorts . . .  1
Men's reggtar-74e-Worir-
Shirts
for  - 59e
Regular 15c
Kleenex 13C



















TWO FOR  15c
Regular $1.00 Men's
Dress
s_Shirts . • • • 89e-
Our-linear -24b. Quilt
for 
Regular $3.1t0=70x60, assorted colors, heavy Part Wool
BLANKETS, pair  $2.49
Regular 16-pound MEN'S
Monarch Underwear, suit  89c
Men's Heavy Wintet Weight
Drawers and Undershirts  49c
Men's Part Wool, extra heavy
Zipper Melton- Jackets..$1.75
'Men's HO Per Cent Wool-Reenter $5.00
Navy Blue Lounging Robes  $3.95
Men's Regular 'MAO
Black Dreit Oxfords  $1.98
5
Men's Light Weight
Blue Denim Overalls 
Ladies' Galoshes  89c
All noel, 100 per cent-Regular $730
Ladies' Plaid Jackets.  $4.69
Assorted Misses' & Ladies' Sweaters 79c
Ladies' Fart Wool
Twin Sweaters  $1.19
Children's reg. $5 Snow Suits. . $3.69
Reg. $1.25 Tennis Shoes  79c
Children's Tennis Shoes  , . . . 59c




Women's Heavy Kale Part Wool
Princess Slips 
Ladies' Knit Tuck Stitch
Panties and Vests
Children's Regular $1.50
Black School Shoes  $1.29
New Floral Cretonne, yd.  9c
69c Our reg. 25c Sateen, yd.  19c
19c Reg. 89c Velvet Corduroy, yd. . 69c
Reductions in Wool Department
Three Groups-All 54-in, Widths
A
79c per yd. $1.15 per yd. $1.49 per yd.
Children's Winter
Unionsttits and Waistsuits  49c
„ -
Ladies' Winter Weight
Pants and Vests  49c
_Mkkes!:CottcHt Jersey Bloomers . _10z_
One lot Carried Sweaters'  39c
CLOSEOUT Ladies' Dress Oxfords $1.59
Ladies' $1 Princess Slips . ..... 85c
Reductions in Silk Department
THREE GROUPS-Washable
A-49c yd. B-69c yd. C-89c yd.
Ladies' Combed Yarn
Cotton Hose  13c
Assorted Colors-Extra Wide
Ruffled Curtains, pair  98c
Children's Stockings, pr. 15c; ,2 pi's. 25c
Washable Printed and Spun
Reg 79c Rayon, per yd  59c
Our reg. $1,25 Velve- een .... .. . 98c
Miss America
Combination Corsets  89c
HERE'S WHAT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR .-
-WINTER• DRESS GOODS SPECIAL-
Regular 29c'value Tor -  19c
Regular 39c value for  25c
Regular 49c value for  29c
.4 -Brown  31%c
. (10 Yards to Customer)
To Move-Ladies' Dresses, reg. $1. . 39c
Full wt. 81-90 Bed Sheets,  95c
Ladies' Heavy
Flannel Pajamas  89c
Heavy Cannon Towels, reg. 29c . . . 14c
Beautiful 80x105 Bed Spread* . . . $1.29
Canton Rippe', yd.  -19c
Ladies' Panties and Bloomers ,19c
Large and Heityy
Cotton C.hinelle Rugs, reg. Si val. .. 69c
-.A
In The Face Of Price Advances--We 11
Give You Our Lowest Prices in History:- I
LOOK! FREE! $20.00 in cash given away at this store on last da




Check up on your family and home needs now. Look otir stock over carefully aria"
"buy real quality bargains that were never before offered sq low.





Ha da wet spell. ended up.Sun-
day with ice. Eh, "Shorty" Cedar
and weeping willow trees took a -
flop down!! -
George Key and daughters. Fran-
and Elizabeth of Thdianapoli
lad., were guests of Mr. and Mn.
Payton Richerson recently.
bet that Bruce King and
those other guys 01 have hauled
a million bushels of gravel by here
on _big motor trucks. And the
maintainers have also been doing
some loud scraping. Bully for
Bill!
Sam Christenberry had a big
log to prop his barn doer shut.
Well sir, the wind 'blew it down'
on. Mr twin -Partner's head and-
did everything but kill him. Hut
in the meantime Sam sold hlt to-
bacco for 25 and 20 and 5 for tugs.'
Shirley and Jim Cochran got 1512.
Mr. Farmer had--to see his doctor
in Murray.
"We heard L. H. Pogue over the
air last 'Friday at 1:10 p. m over
WPAD. Paducah. His subject was
"knowing the Terror of the Lord
we persuaded men". 2 Cor.- 5;11.
First time I heard him over the
"air" he talked fast, like pouring
stock peas over a dry hide. but
--i-1 0, j..,ght him a lesson. Now dogs for killing shoats ('Young
,.his language is. clear and distinct hogs). His automatic, high pow-
as a silver bell.',',.-Are you listen- ered shotgun did the work on the
ing? good for nothing brutes. About,
.I have. • picture of A. V. Hay- 1000 other dogs need a double dose
ens, pastor of idurriry----Ceo-rgrurn-44--astolo-kiela----einemperit.--'4Eagle".
Church. pasted in my "scrap book" '-
which I cut out of The Ledger & MEMORIAL
Times. I also have pictures of R.
. Pigue, James Parker Miller, and
other famous pictures. _
Dan Hart gave ,me a book of the
Dionnes quintuples, 5 daughters
born . May 28. 1934. at Ontario, tation
Canada. They are now nearly 3 ......__
years old. All five are beautiful *"."4••
brunettes. You ought to see their
pictures from fjrst day until now.
Even the late King George of Eng-
land said "They are my precious
Wards."
"Old Glory". Of Brooks Chapel,
75 years of age on December 27.
jes zackly 2 days older than ale
-Miss Eagle". Betsy Ross made the
first U. S. flag which we call Old
Glory. Backward. turn backward
0 •ilme, in your flight, make me a
chi-id-again just for tonight.
- .Esq. Mordicai Fisher of Como.
Tenn., who used to live here was
carried to a hospital. So Mrs. Laura
Suiter told me a few days ago.
-"lro-g killing is over with, but
Cliff Gupton was called to Lewis
Harding's to kill a couple of bull-
Best For Less
U-TOTE-EM
POTATOES No.  10"s- 28`
4`
Large Texas 3 for 10c  







Cabbage, 10 lbs. .. 25c
BANANAS, dozen 15c
ONIONS, 5 lbs. .. 10c
BEANS, Great Northern
5 pounds . . 39c
PEPPER, Black, 100
per cent pure 2 lb. 25c
COFFEE, Maxwell
House, lb.  26c"
MATCHES, 3 for . . 8c
PRUNES, large,
3 lbs. for  25c
PEACHES, Evaporated,







TWO for  22c
SALT, 3 for  10c
MUSTARD, qt. . 10c
PET MILK, Small,
3 for  10c
BAKING POWDER, 25
per cent S. K.
(Bowl Free) .. . 22c
SODA, Arm and Ham-
mer, 3 for  10c
WESSON OIL, pt. . 21c
--DAIRY FEED, 16 per !LAYING MASH, 100 per
cent guaranteed $1.89 cent Keco $2.69
SALT, 50-tb. block. 48c ROOFING, 2-ply. $1.29
MURRAY HAZEL BENTON
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDWITERNOON, JANUARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
The Sunday School opens at
9:30 a. in. G A. Murphy, super-
intendent. We have adequate
classes and separate class rooms for
all sizes and ages. A special invi-
is extended to college stu-
Morning Worship at 10:45 o'clock.
Sermon 'subject: "THE LAMP OF
PROPHECY."
Evening •Worship at 7:00 o'clock.
The pastor - will speak on "BE-
LIEVER'S BAPTISM", the eighth
in a series of 12 special doctrinal
messages for the Sunday evening
services. The following questions
will be dealt with: Is baptism es-
sential to salvation or salvation to
baptism? Was John's baptism
Christian? How was Jesus bap-
tized? Who is the proper admin-
istrator of baptism?
Prayer meeting each Wednes-
day evening at 7 o'clock. Teachers'
meeting at the close of the prayer
service.
Bible Study class each Thursday
evening at 7 o'clock in the church
building.
Mr- annual Bible Institute will
auted -IntS N-x0.
following brethren will be. among
the speakers: George Ragland. D.
B. Clapp. A. M. Parrish, Clarence
Walker. E. E. Spickard. L. M.
Winstead. F. M. Masters, Dewey
it. Jones. and Missionary Roswell
E. Owens. The complete program
will be printed and distributed im-
rYtediately after the pastor returns
from the Baptist Bible Conference
at Louisville the last of next week.
All are cordially invited to all of 
Fire Destroys
Hughes Apartment
Fire aused from a kerosene oil
heater of a hot water tank explod-
ing, totally destroyed the garage
aparunent of Hilton Hughes, on
Woodlawn Ave., in College Addi-
tion, Tuesday morning about 7:90.
The uty fire department was
called 1,, the fire but inadequate
facilities of the out of town resi-
dential section prevented them
quenching the already uncontrol-
able flames.
Practically all house/1010 furni-
ture was destroyed as well as
personal clothing. Insuranoe was
carried on the building to partial-
ly cover the loss.
Our services.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
C. 0. Dickey Now With
the Resettlement Group
C. 0. 'Dickey. former' county
agent of this county, is now con-
nected with-the-Economic and Soil
Planning Section of the ResetUe-
ment Administration as chief of the
division . with headquarters in
tlaleigh. N. C.
'Mr. Dickey sent to all his friends
in Calloway county his best re-
gards for the new year. While
county agent here he made ilum-
erous friends and they will be glad
to know of his success in his
presenr location.
YANCLEAVE HONOR Rap.,
Those making the honor roll for
the sixth month at Vancleave are
as follows:
First grade: Rexie Edna Morris.
Edward Dale Todd, Ivison Young
Lovett. Hafton Cole, Charles Wash-
burn. Damon Lovett.
Second grade: Mae Dell Hop-
kins, Martha Thornton, Hazel Bac-
hanan, Emma Lee McKinney,
Charles Burkeen. Howard Bran-
don.
Third grade: Katherine ...Lovett,
Duel Burkeen. • •
Fourth grade: Anarine Lovett,
Dorothy Todd.
Fifth grade: Lucille Washburn,
ay James Burkeen
OPENING! 
At 7 O'clock A. M.
Saturday, Jan. 16, 1937
Ideal Cash Groery
Located on West Main Street, Next Door to Murray Laundry
In opening the IDEAL CASH GROCERY we wish to:serve the
people of the city of Murray. and Calloway county with merchandise
that is new and fresh. 'We willtrY to give You the service you expect
*and at prices we hope will satisfy.
As a special inducement on Opening day $5.00
WILL BE.GIVEN AWAY FREE.
ASK US FOR DETAILS
- A FEW SPECIAL 
inmerchandise
7
SCOCO, one 4-pound carton  60c
SUGAR, Pure Cane, 10-pound paper bag  50c
COFFEE, Maxwell House, -1-pound can  29c
MATCHES, 3 boxes  ' -  10c
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, 2 boxes  - 15c-
HOMINY, No. 2 1-2 size, 3 cans .i._. 
.
_-_-- .  25c
VANILLA WAFERS, 1 pound -G  
, 13c
FIG BARS, 1 pound  . . ....Z. . . . . 13c
VIENNAJMUSAGE, Libby's, 3 cans  25c
POTTMWEAT, Libby's, 6 cans  25c
JET OILPOLISH, bottle, - 9c..
BAKINGVOWDER Snow King, large size, bowl free 25c
JELLO, any ff or, 3 for 
CORN, No.\1, 9cSize can 
LYE, Merry Wa 3 for  
25c
25c
Other items priced, accoaingly for this event. OH YES, FREE
All-Day Suckers for the kiddies that calk Any part fif your business,
no matar how' small, will be appreciated.
IDEAL CASH GROCERY
J. B. SHELTON, Owner





Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45.
Graded classes with excellent
-teachers who have trainlog and
,experience in teaching the Bible.
Come, bring your friends. Preach-
ing at 10:50 a. m. and 7 p. m.
-Prayer" will be the topic for dis-
cussion at the morning worship.
At the evening service. "The Law
and the Gospel-an Allegory" will
be the subject, The Bible class
for young people will meet it 6:15
p. m. •
Wednesday.- Ladies' Bible chits
at' 2:00 and prayer meeting at 7:00
p. m.
• Peter described Christ as a man
-Who went about doing good".
Isaiah said of Him: "He is a man
of sorrows and acquainted with
tiger'. His life stands out upon
tt4 pages of' history to illuminate
and-inspire his followers to noble
achievement. The history of the
world would be dark indeed were
it 'not .a fact. that Christiana have
always reflected some of the light
of his -glorious character upon it.
Christ is the one about whom di-
vine revelation centers. His de-
light was to do. the will of his
father. We should count it our
greatest joy to honor him in this
hour of need. He wants our ser-
vice, and tha_world heeds Christian
influence.
"Let your light so shine before.
men. 1a1 they may see your good
works,- and glorify your father
v.thich'is in heaven".
"Scatter seeds of golden deeds,
Along the fertile field:
Grain will grow from what you
GET TOGETHER
Romance rears its comely head
and brings together James Dunn
and Marian Marsh in Columbia's
new comedy. "tome Closer, Folks"
showing Thur.tia:. and Friday, Jan.
21-22, at the Capitol Theatre. Wynne
Gibson. Geroge McKay, Herman
Ring and Gene Lockhart join in




Aid of Civic Organizations
Xisting the aid and support of
the civic clubs of Murray the
County Health Department, in co-
operation of the State Department
of Health and the Tuberculosis As-
sociation, held open forum at the
directors' room. of the Peoples
Savings Bank last night. Twenty,-
five persons attended representing
practically all the organizations of
the city.
Dr. A. J. Outland presided at the
meeting. Especial stress was made
in a three phase head_ I. Prevent
tobercutosts-then - -no---need for
cure. 2. Find T. B. patients early.
and cure. 3. Stop.. spreaders and
curb the disease.
Dr. Turner, of the Hazelwood
Sanitarium. Louoville, gave an il-
lustrated lecture on the Treatment
of the Disease including Collapse
Therapy. Dr. Floyd ouUined the
general plan of the county pro-
gram as well as stressed the need
of finding Owl. B. cases early as
well as the 'cost of the disease to
the community. •
Dr. Smith, of the Tuberculosis
Association, stre,sed the import-
ance of health education and show-
ed films on the calue of preven-
sow. lion. Dr. Smith gave very in-
And precious harvest yield." teresting figures on the death Ate
C. L. Francis, minister , of the disease in Kentucky. In the
18 months of the World War Ken-
Miss Dora Dyke returned to her tucky _lost 3,315 sans on the bat-
hdrne at Giibertsville Saturday.
atter atending . the PWA school-
week in Murray.
Attorney L. B. Alexander, of Pa-




24 lbs. Golden Rod flour . 75c
24 lbs. Ky. Pride flour _ 115e
40 lb. ('an Scoco $6.70
50 lb. can Pure Lard "
Better Homes and Gardens haa.ap-
dorsed recipe for Hot Tamale.Pie Qt. PEANUT BUTT-ER.25c
submitted by Mrs. Errett Gardner-
1 lb. MONARCH
Call for a copy. Armbur & Co. of- 
MARSHMALLOWSfees $10.700 in 646 cash prises for
a recipe. Cali for entry blanks. 25c Snow King Baking
Gal, good cooking apples  Ise der' with bowl
100 lbs. Ohio river salt  110c
2 lbs. Pure Coffee 
2 lbs. Chase E Sandbourn
Coffee  51e
7 ,lbs. Turnips  10c
Doz. Large juicy oranges  30e
Nice bowl with Snow King
Baking Powder  25c
10 lbs. Cane Sugar   Sae
Armour's 20 oz. Tomato Joke 10c
1 lb. Marshmallows  15c
10 coupons free with 5 from Oc-
tagon powder-5c she.






2 lbs. COCOA  15c
No. 1 can TOMATOES. .5c
No. 1 can TOMATO
SOUP - Sc
7 oz. PIMENTOES 10c






3 Hu. SNOWDRIFT ....758c
10 lbs. MEAL  28c








FOR DEPENDABLE QUALITY MEATS and GROCERIES
TELEPHONE 37
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box Glenco 
Princess Crackers, best grade, 2 ILL
VANILLA WAFERS, 2 lbs. bulk • 
BULK CAKES (Good and FrestO 1 pound •
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar 
MATCHES, 6 boxes 
SODA, 3 boxes Arm and Hammer  
GREEN BEANS, 4 cans 
TOMATOES, 3 No. 2 cans 
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, No, 2 can, 2 for
BEECHNUT BABY FOODS in glass  
TOMATO JUICE, 20-Rz. cans, 3 for  
TEXAS-GRAPEFRUIT, large size, 3 for  
ORANGES; extra large Florida, dozen  
TUBS, with bale 
CHIPS°, large size, box -
MILK PAILS, 2-gallon size . • •
GREY ENAMEL DISH PANS 
GREY STEW KETTLES 
WASH PAN'S























WEAR-EVER COFFEE FILTERS, 7 dozen ._ _ 







Open Freshman Season Here
Friday Night With
Strong Foe
Coach John Miller's 1937 fresh-
man basketeers will make their
collegiate debut Friday night when
they meet Coach Edd Stansbury's
Yearlings of West Kentucky Teach-
ers, in the Murray auditorium at
8 o'clock.
Murray unofficially opened their
season Saturday night when they
trounced the Arlington Aces, inde-
pendent team. 37-16 Coach Miller
used every man on his squad, but
was not pleased -with the perform-
ance of various players, and has
been working the entire squad
hard in order to be ready for the
Baby Toppers.
Coach Miller has not announced
his starting lineup, but it is likely
that he will use CarneaJ and Love
at forwards; .Conway at center;
Ford and Murray. guards. Other
boys who will be almost certain
to play are Saunders, Coughlin,
Brown, Pennebaker, Juett, Stubbs,
Noel, Smith, and Brown,
tlefield while at home 7,047 died
of T. B. in the same period. List-
ing the figures of . 1935: 32 chil-
dren under one year of age died
of T. B.. 40 from the age of 1 to
5: 25 from 5`'.to 10: 143 from 10
to 20; 403 from 20 to 30; and 346
room the age of 30 to 40. The av-
erage age, of24 has the highest
death -rate. In the past 25 years
86.400 have died in Kentucky from
this disease.
LARD OF APPRECIATION
I wish to express my sincere
thanks for the encouraging words
from my friends in my behalf in
the contest for the job of selling
tobacco on the Murray market
4--
TOBACCO CONTROL BILL
PASSED BY SENATE BY 25-4
' Loaded with over a dozen
amendments, the controversial
'tobacco control bill -wee -passed
by the Kentucky Senate, Jan-
uary 13, by a vote of 25-6 and
was sent to the House for first
reading.
According to the Associated
Press in the Courier-journal:
"Other amendments adopted
would define fire-cured and
dark air-cured -tobacco as the
same type, give the commision
the authority to allow a 10 per
cent increase in excess of quotas
this year for fire-cured and
dark tobaccos and limit ex-
changes-Of quotas between two
kinds of tobacco to an increase
of not more than 3 per cent of
the tobacco acreage and mark-
eting quotas."
The tobacco compact would
not be effective until entered
into by several other states, in-
cluding Virginia and Tennessee
in the case of fire-cured tobac-
co,
One of the chief amendments
to meet favorable action would
exempt from the bill growers
of two acres or less, provided
they fFeviously had raised to-
bacco.
Auto License Sale Slow as
Final Date Set for March 1
County Clerk Mary Neale has
sold to car Operators ttOs year 251
passenger 'license-and 37 _truck li-
cense. Sales are slow this year
because of the time extension in
getting 'operators' tags. Car owners
have until the first of March to
secure their tags this year. which
is the dead line.
There were -2313 pateenger-tr-
cense and 293 truck tags issued
from the clerk's office in 1936.
The Rev. and Mrs.
this season. although I was de- wright. of Big Sandy, were








Tobacco Control Bill Goes to
House For First Reading;
Passed by Senate 25-6
RURAL ELECTRICITY
BILL IS APPROVED
FRANKFORT. Ky.. Jan. 13-
Kentucky became the twenty-fifth
state to ratify the prqposed federa
child labor amendment when it
General Assembly COMPleteti. Winn
on a ratification resolution today.
Approval of the proposed amend-
ment by eleven other states is re-
quired before it becomes effective.
The House followed the lead of
the Senate in adopting the reso-
lution after listening to a personal
appeal from Governor Chandler.
Approval of the resolution by a
vote of 59 to 24 climaxed a day
of activity that saw the House ap,
prove the Senate rural electrifica-
tion bill, table the milk control bill
and a bill to jorevent sales at be-
low cost plus a'fixed mark-up, and
pass bills extending civil service to
health and welfare department em-
ployes in Louisville, appropriating
$300,000 for additional operatingex-
penses of state instlutiona and
giving sheriffs new duties and, ad-
ditional compensation.
Dean and Mrs. J. W. Carr
Go to Battle Creek, Mich.
Dean and Mrs. J. W. Carr left
last Thursday afternoon for Battle
Creek, Mich, where the former
Murray State College president
will vacation and rest until he has
recovered from weakness received
from a recent illness.
The Murray dean, who just
cently celebrated his 77th bi
day, has-not taken an extended
cation since he became presiflent








Extr& Fancy Blue Rose
10


















Large No. 2 1-2 can . 10c
-SALTED PEANUTS, - -
Pound  10c
Del Monte or C. Club-
ASPARAGUS
2 Picnic cans  25c
Brooks SPINACH,
3 No. 2 cans  25c
PALMOLIVE or CAMAY
SOAP, bar . se
Wesco Soda CRACKERS,
-pound box  14c
Mary Lou Sliced PICKLES,
Large 28-oz. jar  19c
Pure Fruit PRESERVES,
16-oz. jar  15c
Our Mother's COCOA,
2-pound box  15c
Club or Rosedale APRICOTS
No. 1 tall can  10c
No. 2 1-2 can  17c
SUGAR PURE CANE 10 Pounds 50c




SUGAR CURED BACON Whole or Half Side
-DAISY CHEESE Fancy Wisconsin
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•the State of Kentucky.
it An a year to any address
`1,6•••1"‘Fother than above.
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27 Years Show Marked Im-
provement in Growth of
Mason Hospital
ENLARGED FOUR TIMES
TO CARE FOR NEEDS
The William Mason Memorial
Hospital, formerly the „Murray
Surgical Hospital. is the outgrowth
of a very small beginning. The
first building was a five room cot-
tage which was re-modeled. furn-
idling some attic space fur filtients
and adding two other rooms for
sterilizing ,and operating rooms.
It was opened August 23, 1910,
with one patient and one nurse.
and no other help excepting the
physicians who were connected
with it. The first patient •ivits ad-
mitted for an abdominal operation_
On the second day another patient
was received for an appendectomy.
The work continued and in the
summer of 1911 the building and
facilities were found inadequate.
A lerger building was purchased
and three physicians associated
themselves together for doing sur-
gical .work and ./he hospitalwas..
used. for surgical cases only. Of
this group of three physicians. one
remained in the hospital, another
retired and the third accepted a
call to the presideness of one of
California's largest medical schools.
Again in 1925 the hospital was
enlarged to care for its numerous
patients and was deemed as one
of. the best in Kentucky. Room
was adequate for 75 patients and
each department ,well equipped in
modern and efficient appliances.
The disasterous fire of February
- 17. 1935. burn'ed to the ground this
institution valued at more than
$100,000. Fortunately, through the
itieroic efforts of the entire staff.
not a single life was lost and every
one of the 42 patients in the hos-
pital at that time were removed
ciula-kly and safely from the blaz-
ing structure. N.141.
Temporary headquarters were
established in the Morris building
on the west side of the square.
There surgeons and nurses carried
on while the new building has
been built. .
Today finds this institution on
the home grounds again, within
its new building and housing one
of the most modern and adequately
122 Marry In
1936
During the past year, 122 per-
sons were married in Calloway
.county the records at these:nut-
ty court clerk's offi show.
Cupid didn't p 11 ' bow as
many- times in 4 he did in
'35 but there were only seven
more marriages in '35 than '36.
December was a much talked
about month for matrimony
with 16 licenses issued, while'
June which is supposed to be
the time gave way to December
and ran a close second with 12.
It seems as though Dan Cupid
did most of his running around




Laura Burkeen has been ill for
the past week.
Juanita Peeler is improving
from a recent illness.
Dorothy Nell Stone has been Ill
for several days.
Leonard Hill, small son of Mr.
and Mrs. Audry Hill. has pneu-
monia. .4 -
The sixth month honor roll i,s as
follows:
. _First -grade:- Mary -Alice _Kenney,
Pauline Hill, Mary Frances Bur-
keen.
Second grade: J. W. Peeler. Na-
dene Duncan. Geraldine Smith.
Third grades Alfred Duncan.
Fourth grade: Joe Rob Haley,
J. C. Schrader. James Duncan.
Fifth grade: Charline Haley.
Mary Frances Jones. Dorothy Alice
Burkeen, Birdeen Duncan, Livy
Beatrice Rurkeen, Molene Peeler.





Honor roll for Pith month of
school:
First grade: Edna Jewell Thom-
as: Eugene Smith. Billy Joe Crass,
Dewey Orval Lewis.
Second grade: Anna Lee Crass,
Euple Jewell. Euell Lee Kimbro.
'Third grade: Buns Sue Fielder,
Johnnka McCage.
Fourth, crude: Hilda Thomas.
Fifth grade: Uva Nell Jewell.
_Seventh grade: Edward' Thomas.
equipped 11.•spitals_ in Western
Kentucky.
Business is Built on Confidence. . .
Look toward the Future
What kind of hahard holds you from the -
brighter side of life;---.Js thx.se anythineyOu can
think of that our business will help you.
LOANS--Will a loan help your plans? Just, ask
about our convenient loan plans for all
needs.
SAFE.DtPOSIT—Real security comes along while
looklfig forward to your future -needs.
SAVINGS,--Did you ever think of it. We can ..
help you to eniciy later which might be
wasted today by placing your savings in our,
care.
If you are looking toward building a home in
the future, why wait qutil later on to start work.'
Make your plans NOW! Start by letting us tell




Many Students Enter Contest
Sponsored by. Murray
Garden Club
Interesting displays of bird-
houses ,of all makes and fashions
were displayed over the week-end
at the Jack & Jill shop, made by
schsiol children of Murray High
School and the Training School.
The project was sponsored by the
Garden club, a department of the
Woman's Club. Fonda for ..the
prize awards were received from
a tea given by the club last year.
The whole project had ass its theme
"Bird Conservation".
Children of the first four grades
competed in decorating 'the live
tree with foods and seeds for the
birds. Prizes were awarded to
Miss Trousdale's and Miss Hol-
land's fourth grades for having the
best and largest assortment of
foods for the birds. The tree of
Miss Trousdale's grade had 38 va-
rieties of foods and seeds for the
birds' lunch. Second prizes were
awarded to Mrs. Crawford's and
Miss Patterson's third grades for
the same efforts of tree decoration
of bird foods. These trees were
displayed on the square in front
of the Jack and Jill shop during
Xmas week. •
Prize winners for the best bird
houses built by the students of
the dfferent grades are as follows:
Grand prize or $2.00 went to
_Robert Buchanan. Over 70 bird
houses were entered in competition
for prizes.
"-hi the 9th and 10th grades di-
vision winners were: Boys-1st
prize, $1, James Buchanan: 2nd
prize. 75c, Noble McDougal; 3rd
prize, 50c, Leonard- McNutt.
Girls--Ist prize,- $1, Margaret
Nell Cole: • 2nd prize. .75c. Clara
Waldrop; 3rd prize. .50c, Mary Lee
Coleman,
Rustic Birdhouses: -Boys-1st
prize, $1.00, Solon Hale: 2nd prize,
75c, Slane Sykes.
Girls--lst prize. $1, Nellie Alex-
ander: 2nd prize, 75c, Jane Seay.
Prize winners of the 5th and 6th
grades were: 1st prize, $1.. Billy
Mahan; 2nd prize,. 75c, John M.
Futrell. .
Many individual ideas were car-
ried out in the building of these
hbuses, some were of dutifiX-styi
some individual homes with cur-
tains and attractive porches.
Others were of discarded.. tin cans
for the wrens. All in all each house
was very attractive and an bird
would be proud to own such at-
tractive homes.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
. The monthly meeting of the of-
ficial board last Monday right was
well attended and it was decided
to hold the annual. protracted
meeting on Sunday,' June 6. im-
mediately following the commence-
ment at the college. The Rev.
Howard Callis. D.D.. of Wilmore,
will assist in the meeting.
D Callis is one of the most in-
ter ns preachers that we have
in the Methodist Church, He will
appreciate the cooperation of all
good people in and around !Misr-
ra
the evening service the pastor
will preach on: "He that is faith-
ful ih that which is least". That
is the Lord's philosophy of life.
Our children and young people
will meet in their respective
groups at 6:15. We have much
of' unused talent in our.; church
that could find expression in these
groups
Beginning Sunday night, January
31, the tin* of our evening meet
ing will be changed to 7i-90 c"clock.
Church-school at 9:30. Be on
time.
J. Mack Jenkins, pastor..
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The 25th annual Farm and'Horrie4
Convention, to be held at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky January 26-
will present notable speakers
and authorities on agriculture and
home making.
General sessions for farmers will
be held each morning, followed in
the afternoons by meetings of
fruit growers, dairy farmers, bee--
ketpers and tobacco growers and•
to considisa- ..special problems of
soil conservation, livestock pros
duction, and the Marketing at
products.
Homemakers will meet •throughas
out the four days in the MeteI
building on the university ca -
The farmers wily gather. in the
livestock pavilion on. the Expert-
iiit Station farm.
.Prominent speakers in elude
Ridge Carifile''Kelley of-die-Tuve-
niles Court of Memphis, Tenn.; Gov.
A. B. Chandler, W. I. Myers, gov-
ernor of the Federal Farm Credit
Administration; Dr. Viva Boothe,
Ohio State University home eco-
nomics exeprf; W. C. Lowdermilk
of the U. S. Soil Conservation Ser-
vice; Fannie- M. Brooks, head of
the hoine economics41partment of
the University :id Illinois; Bess M.
Rowe. editor of The Farmer's Wife;
E. G. Nourse, director of the insti-
tute of economics of the Brookings
Institution; President Frank L.
McVey .of the University of Ken-
tucky, - Dr. Allen A. Stockdale,
noted lecturer of Washington, D.
C.; Lenore Sater of the Tennessee
Valley Authority. and Dr. H. R.




Miss Edith Lacy will explain the
fooggsatid clothing projects to the
girls' 441' alb leaders on January
21 The clothing_schseossion will
begin at 10 a. m_. and foods at
1:15 p. m. All leaders should at-
tend these meetiflgs.
s This is 4-H club week and all
clubs in the county Nor hold their
irst 1937 meeting.-_-The.y meet as
follows!
Tuesday. January 12-9:30 Train-s-ing Sehodl; 2:30, Hazel. - .•
Wednesday, January 10:00
Edge Hill: 2:00, Lynn Gr
Thursday, January 1 :45 Kirk-
sey; 6:20 p. m.. Fax
Saturday, January 16-10:00 Ut-
terback. s
Farmers in Oldham county have
taken measures to eradicate- starts-
ach worms in sheep.
By home mixing of feeds for
beef cattle, Fulton county farmers
are .saving considerable money.
U. S. Tobacco Exports
Increased About 83,000,000
Exports of leaf tobacco from the
United Stases during the January-
November period of last year total-
ed 383,805.914 pounds, valued at
$123.070,172, compared with 354.-
269,846 pounds, valued at $120,-
502,376, in the corresponding period
of 1935. according to figures just
received by the Loins-Ville District
(Mice of the Commerce Depart-
ment. Experts of tobacco manu-
factures from the United States in
the first 11.months of 1936 were
valued at $10.000.130 compared with
,572,780 in the corresponding
period of 1935. an increase of ap-
proxitnately 17 per cent. The 1936
total ha % not been exceeded since
1930 in which year United States
exports of low-priced cigarettes
to China7practically ceased.
Grayson county 4-H club mem-
bers have 35 calves on feed, and
will probably start a few more.
Christian county farmers who
sell eggs to local hatcheries have







EAST MAIN NEXT TO RAILROAD
- - - •s-soss - ssiSS"
LEAF REsTRICTION Farm Debt Adjustment Is Available
ON TYPES OPPOSED 
;D:i All Who Need -It, G. C. Dyer Says
C. Dyer, county auperyiser
ltnaticharterogrofamtheofRural • ;V.:path:Ile'BY FARM BUREAU 
Wires Turner, Grogan To
.-Oppose Barring Dark
, Growers from Burley
--FOUR WILL ATTEND
—STATE CONVE
At meeting here Saturday
afternoon, well attended by farm-
ers and members despite thestbr
ening weather, the Calloway
County Farm Bureau wired the
county's representatives in Frank-
fort to oppose to the bitter end
any provision in the proposed
KentuokY Tobacco Control Act
which' should prevent or restrict
growers in this section from pro-
ducing burley tobacco.
Boone Hill. president of the Wes-
tern Dark. Fired Tobacco Growers
Co-operati& Marketing Associa,-
tion, was quoted in the deity press
of last Saturday as saying that
dark-fired growers in this area
would be satisfied with increasing
the percentage of change in type
permitted_ from two per cent to
three per cent.
esispeno &hared prices . . . you'll be ostoolibit
to Sad hew littis more this big Nash cosis1
• The skew Nash LaFayette-"400" is a big 127-inch
wheelbase car —much bigger, much more luxurious
than any of "all threCAlmall cars. Yet the 4-door
ment Administration in Graves,
Calloway, Fulton and Hickman
counties feels that there may be
_farmers in this section. in danger
of losing their property from fore-
closure, or otherwise in distress on
account of debt, who could be
_ilse__Earm_Dietit_ArUust-
ment Service which is now a part
of the Rural._ Rehabilitation Pro-
gram of the Resettlement Adminis-
tration.
"While thousands of distressed
debtors in the nation and hundreds
in thiS state have been helped to
clear up their debt entanglements
—Issnd and , chattel—to the satis-•
'faction of both creditor and debtor,
recent studies indicate that there
are still those who do not take'
advantage of the friendly debt con-
ciliation services offered by the
Resettlement Administration," Mr.
Dyer. said.
"While it is not always possible
to save a farm from foreclosure,
in many cases we do. and there is
always a good chance that we can
be of some .assistance. The Farm
Debt Adjustment Service is avail-
able- to all farmers. in serious dif-
ficulty op account of debts and it
Robert, Hendon, president of -the -costs.-- nothing- Ass APP4-11e
Calloway cotisty Farm Bureau, dared.
said that this percentage would All one hag to do is address a
doubtless be satisfactory to the postal card. .or apply in person. to
growers of Marshall county, in .his nearest County' Rural Rehabili-
which Mr. Hill resides, but that tation Supervisor who will talk
over the applicant's problems andhe did not believe that .such a
limitation would be satisfactory advise him whether it is possibleto
to assist him. Mr. Dyer's office isthe growers of Calloway county.
located in • the Stovall Building,
South Street, Mayfield, Ky.. or
WPA office. Murray, Ky., on Mon-
day of each week, Clinton WPA
office Wednesday of each week:
and Hickman, County Agent's of-
fice Thursday of each week.
Mr. Dyer calls attention to the
fact that voluntary committees.
comppsed of public spirited citi-
zens working without pay, other
than actual expenses, hive been
organized in every county to help
with this Farm Debt Adjustment
Service. These • committees meet
with the debtor and creditor, try
to have the debt reduced in ac-
coodance with the debtor's ability
to pay, or to get /he debtor more
time in whieh to pay off the debt,
or to find a new creditor.
To work with the Rural Re-
habilitation Supervisors and With
the county committees, and especs
ially to handle the knottier prob-
lems one or more Farm Debt'
SPecialists have been assigned in
each state. These specialists are
versed in. the problems of debt
d the intricacies of refinancing.
They aillizepared to make _a care-
ful study of the more -difficult debt
problems. Particularly are. these
specialists called Os where there is
ao-..rfrorgorior- stttiatton -threatening -
immediate foreclosure. Mr. Cava-
naugh is _the debt specialist or
Farm Debt Adjustment Supervisior,
as he is technically called, cover-
ing this and several adjoining
counties.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
The Bureau wiredSenator Tut • -
ner and Rep. Ben Grolain Saturday
afternoon that it was the desire of
the growers of this county that no
restrictions at all on types to be
raised be placed* in the Control
Bill.
Four :members left Tuesday to
attend the convention of .The Ken-
tucky Farm" Bureau federation at
the Brown- Hotel, Louisville. The
convention was held Wednesday
and today. Those going were Rubert
Hendon, Errett Dick, Layman Fal-
well and 011ie Paschall...-
A number of farm bureaus have
passed" resolutions • calling for
freeing the. toll bridges of the
state.
The Calloway. county Bureau will —




Stockholders of Farmers Bank
of Hazel held their annual meet-
ing in Hazel jaiesday. January 12.
The following directors were elect-
ed for the ensuing year: J. R.
Miller, C. F. Page, Dr. E. W. Mill-
er, Nack Wils4n, and Mrs. H. F.
Rose.






We are mighty proud
that SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS and VARNISHES
have been used in making
and preserving its except-
ional beauty., _
Let us show you.. at
what low co'st you can re-
decorate your home.
MURRAY PAINT & WALL-
PAPER CO.
North 4th. Street Murray, Ky.
Murray's Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper Store
GET OUT OF TIIE ALL THREE" CLASS
THIS GREAT BIG CAR
NOW ONLY
A FEW DOLLARS MORE!
"ftsestiphatorraph Aa ayette -"100" ifloor Serial with trunk
sedan delisersd to your door io only a few dollars more.
The Nash A -nbassador Six is a big 121-ipch wheel-
base car. The h ash Ambassador Eight is a luxurious
125-inch wheelhaae car. (Automatic Crulaing Geaf
available on all Nash cars at slight extra cost) You'll
be amazed at the low pricer.
-
'.1
NASH GIVES YOU MOREFOR YOUR MONEY
PARKER BROTHERS GARIAdE •
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THE NEED IS ACUTE;
THE TIME IS SHORT
For years the dark tobacco grower has been-facing
a erisis. It has been looming bigger and darker against
the horizon of our hopes for the future in this country
since the world war.- Now it threatens to .engulf' us like
a tidal wave.
'Fifteen years ago three times as much dark to-
barco was grown in this country as at *present and it
brought as much if not more per pound than nowadays
when the farmer'S'ineeds to keep up with the_average pace
Of living are much greater._
A hundred reasons may eaaille-be given as to why
tit. day of certain types of- dark tobacco is over.. Not a
single one of them or a thousand of them rolled together
will raise the price of the product a single red cent.
The fact IS -here and- it's a- waste of timt to stand
around and bemoan what has taken .place. What we
need to do, and must do if we are to continueto_sorvive
is to act.
And we must act now, for the producers of burley
tobacco, jealous of the rich returns they have been re-
ceiving on their crops, are going to take everytibuman
Atency to protect themselves. If they can tie us to the
botkclage of the black patch in the interest of their own
advancement they are going to do so without the slightest
-- -hesitation.
The dark tobaeed grower who signs an agreement
to produce dark-fired tobacco only and locks the door
on his privilege to raise burley tobacco or any other •kind
he pleases, is placing the noose around his Own economic
neck and setting fire to the home place of his family, and
selling himself and -them into economic slavery.
If the burley grower can possibly do so he is going
to- prevent, by legislation or any other means at his corn,.
rand , his fellow in the black patch from getting over into
his rich pasture. We have learned that some of our farm-
ers who have endeavored to obtain a few burley seeds in
Central Kentucky, in order to trx out this comModity,
kave met with the reply that 'Shove isn't any available."
Several years ago, the tarmers cnithe Pennyrile_
section, particularly in Christian, Todd, Logan and War-
IV co-Untie-is of Kentucky, and-in ,Boliertson and Mont-
gomery counties, Tennessee, seeing the trend of dark to-
- tageo, decided to try. hurley. -11y.-eilery -trick and strate--
. new they were discouraged. Nevertheless they had the
ueurage to strike out and today more than half of the tO-
--- haeco raised in these. counties is burley—and it is sue-
: eossful.
-- We will be told that we cannot grow burley :n
C.a/oway county, that our soil is not suitable for it, that-
. 'don't know how and every other deviee will be used
714rodiscoura-ge us.
• We do not say that every dark fired grdwer can
-produce burley as successfully, at the start, as the exper-
ienced farmers of the Bluegrass, but we can try it. We do
ncit say that burley willben as high prioes every year
as it has this year—prebably it won't for many othePs are
_ttirning to it.
But the consumption of burley is increasing while
the market for our dark tobacco is decreasing: That one
sentence alone should cinch the argument.
Let not a farmer in Calloway countyt e door
of oRportunitygofburley tobacco in his face b.. g mg any
kind of an agreernent with any-one to do or not to do any-
thing and let the%usinesS and professional men of Calk-
way county tenet tpe fanners; the -reek:bottom foundation
of-this or any, ONhe t section, their whole-hearted co-opera-
tion to ob in bUrtely seed and _learn to grow this increas-
ingly im tit, tobacco crop.
ckand act quickly.
THE LEDGER, di TIMES, MURRAY. KENTUCKY, THURSDAY
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_MUST JOTS
%IF $y Jos .
'Squire Bill Paterson warmed
the hearts of the Lovett family last
Saturday when hd brought in a
big 30-lb pumpkin, grown on his
farm this year, and presented it
to. us with his. warmest compli-
ments. Many a pie will brighten
our table from this big vegetable.
with which t..) help nourish a pair
of rapidly growing youngsters and
they and we are, deeply. indebted
to 'Squire Patterson. There isn't
a man in Calloway county who is
more loyal to X.-nd "thotightful of
his friends than 'Squire Bill Pat-
terson.
' 
The above paragraph was Writ-
ten- Saturday. and the -remainder
LS being penciled at hoine after a
two days siege with one of the
many varieties of flu. I am merely
-t& hundreds in-Callaway
county who are suffering from this
variety of misery at this time of
the year.
Reports from. down town
ithat.- as usual this season
year. activity is less than normal.
There's always a dull season im-
mediately after the hoffdays and
it looks as if I jag had to .be














The Writer is 'sorry that he was
not able to make his feeble con-
tribUtiOn lo -this edition which .is
in compliment to the splendid new
Mason Memorial-lienaltal, Jog oc-
cupied last week.
This magnificent structure , is
erg's' enthusiasm and ability of Dr.
Will Mason and his staff than any
of the most compelling words we
or any one else might be able to
command.
entertain seen' an unwelcome
'tor.
We have many blessings here
that we. perhaps never stop to
count ..We have a climate that
rarely gives us the extremes of
heat ind cold yet furnishes enough
variety to ketp it from becoming
menottmotft. We have drouths
but not so damaging as those of
the m Actle west' and occasiontrl
flood- t At not near ao damaging as
111.110 . aer section,s est the country.
Illness hos compensations.
You get some humoring you aren't
accustomed to and some of the
routine tasks of daily existence
are gladly relinquished for a day
or two but on the other hand you
have to 'take a lot of medicine
-ititimit to some
44 the sick room that are.
not very pleasant and get out of,
tenc-h ith everything -going on.''
_put it takes a spell of some
malady once in a while to make
as realize there's no greater bless-
ing than good health.
S • • op •
To the Voters of
Calloway County
If you remember I made the
statement four years ago that I
would God willing, make the race
azain four years hence for County
Curt Clerk of Calloway, and I
want to say to you now that I am
still in the same notion.
I want to manic tne people -of




By I,. J. Hortin
Attracted by hfurray's efforts to
secure a fate and national park as
the birthplace of radio, J. A. Mar-
-Relent, a reprtsientative of
Scripps-Howard :•ewspapers. was
in the city heri_Jainsar-y 7 secuzing
data, photographs And informa-
tion concerning - the life and
achievements of Nathan B. Stub-
blefield, deceased Calloway Coen-
ty radio pioneer and inventor.
A special- feature . article c n-
cerning Mr. Stubblefield as in-
yenter_et rad to .1141.,11119111tt
in- one or more ot the Scripps-
Howard newspapers,--Mr. Marge-
dant said. At present, Mr. Mart
gedant is tri-state editor for the
Ea-ansville Press of Evansville, Ind.,
and is also a special writer for
-of 
the Evansville Press is one.
Mr. Margeilant expressed great
interest in the - story of Stubble-
field's life and indicated that the
newspapers with which he was
connected would try to keep in
touch with The efforts to establish
a memorial park here.
Foliowing the broadcast oyer
WSM December 41,..raan,a .in-
quiries for additional informon
are, being reecived deify-he-ire from
interested neWspaper and mag-
azine.-writers. The WShf Bread-
casting. station at thisireille has re-
Quested -P41001,801u and illibitro-
.tions for use"tp-. a national radio
Calloway County for the nice vote magazine.
given me four years ago. I hold
no ill feeling _toward thoies who
could not support me before but
I am soliciting your help. _now for AMERICAN LEGION
-saee-teeling --in eiebt-te-
I stirt into I ToucK rit !AVEthe coming primary. the
people of Calloway County but
ff you elect me this time feel
so deeply in debt to you that it
will take me a long time to repay
you.
It is one of the 'tragedies of late My zmnouncement will follow
that the late Brother B. W. Spire laten
was not permitted to live to see L. F. THIJRMOND
the hospital in tins modern. fire-
proof tome. No man ever gave
more loyal. diligent and :unselfish 
_ •—service to his fellow man than We surely-have 'been having aBrother Spire. 
lot of rams since January the 1st
Almost everyone Z- through strip-
Most cheering news in -a dreary ping tobacco and. are -ready to sell
week n•asi the iricrease in the aver- and deliver their. crop.
age on the Murray- tobacco market: -Several "thr-Migli here have sold
The price of tobacco means -• the
difference between necessities of
life and want in many homes in
this county.
The heart-'- ofiever parent 'in
Atherica turned to ice at the news
of the tragic death of young
Charles Mattson.- No amount 01
wealth or . material comforts_ can
asstiage grlef-for a loved one.
.hato_ _this. bright, cheerio!.
laughing lad. in the prime of youth
and health 'snatched away fr6m
happy party and ,brutally slain by
a mainac is one of the cruelest
blows that can be dealt- a father
arfn Mother.:
Some of these days we'll learn
that, criminals are not to be pitied
but ruthlessly ex-terminated as we
would any other pest or .disease
that preys on normal society. ,
• • • • •
Putting this column in type is
tougher_ thanlisilaT -nn Ralph Wear.
the linsotype operator. this week
for this writer is no ereeption to
the rule That. izeWspaper men are
notoriously poor scribes. But you'll
never hear a complaint oat of'
Ralph. One of the most willing
fellows who ever lived. ,
• • • • • '
Calloway county was.1-iielry to
escape the sleet -dainage_which bit
Paducah _only 40. miles', away . yet
Was only a minor thing here. Also
lucky a) miss the zero weather
which was predicted five con-
secutive days last week and neve'
arrived. No o-he seemed to be
z-,-.atly disappointed at not having
their tobacco at prices ranging
from $15 to $23 per hundred.
There are several cases of flu
and bad , colds in this vicinity.
A Intl, -ion of Milburn Orr has
had pneumonia but is - now im-
proving.
Alfred Haneline has, returned
from a visit with relatives in St.
Louis. Ma.,' and Granite' City, L11..
and has re-entered school at Lynn
Grove.
June Tree:3 spent the holidays in
Heber Springs. Ark., wtih his aged
mother and- other relatives_
,Graham Denham hired Bunn
Crawford of Lynn Grdve to carry
a Irpek I,.-ad of his tobacco to the
H-opkinsialle market this week.
Jim C:entoria says he will have
eet pp his walking cane again
as Raitit of, wood and the
weather is Turning colder.
- Well, so long until later.
-Pop--I
Logan county. farmers , - have
closed tex-raeing work for the
w
YOUR FEET serve you for
two-thirds of each day,
about 16 hours. If abused
you really can't blame them
for "kicking" occasionally.
They won't kick at the kind







WE'RE GLAD :r0 HAVE: SUCH 'A
WORTHY INSTITUTION RE-
ESTABLISHED,IN MURRAY
A. B. BEALE & SON
- —
Hears Dr. J. 13 1FlOyd Speak
Need; To Present Rego-
iutions at -radii
- Murray Post of The American
Legion, voted unanimously at its
regolar_.istonthlr-S_: _meeting _last_
Tlitir-sday- glit to back the tuber-
sulosis canileign now under -way
in Kentucky iind pamed_randotion.i.
which will -be presented .at the
district meeting of the. Legion in
Cadiz., January 23•-asking the state
department of.-the_Logion- to traek
the campaign.,.__ ......_-_ _ . -- • - -
Dr. J. B. Floyd director ilf. the
Federal public health . service in
Kentucky, and h.rnself a veteran
and Legiorutaire addressed the
meeting on the g! eat need of fight-












Several 1937 r rribers were re-
ported, bringing total -of ThIj-
year's membersh to 611. Several
are coming in e., is week now as
the membership ,,rive will be- at
fullest force ix' eieen now and
spring. Oak Wanted.
Prices at Mill-35c, 45c, 60c










-In the meeting of the stock-
holders of the Bank of Murray,
Tuesday efternotaa at 2 o'clock,
3060 shares were represented. Tree-
man Beale presided at the meeting
owing to the fact that Mayor W.
S. Swaxtu was ill and unable to at-
tend.
Directors for the year were
chosen at the meeting, all being
re-elected. They are as follows;
J. D. Sexton. J. H. Churchill, M. 0.
Wrather, E. J. Beale, Max B. Hurt,
L. N. Moody. L E. Wyatt, M. T.
Morris, Frank Beaman, F. ,t Craw-
ford.
Organization and election of of-




_ On --2,000. Acres
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.. Jan. 8.-
A Prediction that at"-least 2,0
acres of dark-fired tobacco in
Montgomery county will be re-
placed thja year by burley was
made to farm leaders at a meet-
ing at the.courthouse here yester-
day by Roy H. - Milton. tobacco
epecialist of the agricultural ex-
tension service. Mr. Milton said
the outlook -for the black weed is-
none- too favorable, although prices
uadoubtedla will remain above last
year's averag4.
A long time farm program was
adopted, calling for the elimina-
tion of 39.700 acres of idle crop
land in the county through deed-
ing and utilization in pasture and
hay crops; an Increase of at least 2
20.000 acres in winter cover
crops, and continued co-operation
In tire- aoff cronaervalion program.
Hazel School News
Dr. L. E. Smith, executive sec-
retary of the Kentucky Tubercu-
hssis Association ,will speak to the
Hazel P. T. A. Thursday, January
14. at 3:15 p. m.
The Chicago Stock CO. presented
another humorous play last Mon-
day night entitled, "Holy. Sinners."
Their next-play, on Monday night,
January 18, promises clean. Maio
orous entertainment with a sprink-
ling of mystery. "Black Ghost" is
the title.
The anneal selected by the high
schoOl has been named "Lions" in
honor of the basketball team. A
contest was conductid to ascertain
the best salesman in school with
the prize being a full page in the
annual about the winner. Dallas
Miller won. At present a contest
Is going on to determine the most
popular boy and the most popular
'girl in school.
The girls' basketball team will
go to Kirkaey Thursday nightloT -
s game with the Kirksey girls.
The Hazel Liona entered in the
blind tournament at Murray High
together with Lynn Grove, Mur-
ray, and Concord. Though losing DR
to Murray, the ultimate winner, in
the first match, the Lions defeated Phones, Office 54, Res. :172k
NOTICE
All persons having claims against the estate of M. L.
Logan, deceased, will file same with me, properly proven,
on or before March 1, 1937, or same will thereafter be
forever barred.
NAT RYAN HUGHES
Administrator M. L. Logan, Deceased
BROOKS CHAPEL HONOR ROLL
By Doris Culver
To make the honor roll each
month a pupil must have been
present anctl-lifr time every -day
and, must have made an average of
not- hass-than---"B"--in each subject.
ilivirw _The honorrt for the sixth month
First grade: Norma Jean Junes,
Harold Culver:
ourth- grade:' Orbie Cu1vir7r.
Sex.v.ntp grade: Ilirghes.'‘railver,
Doris Culver, Marie Joens.
it Pays to Read the Classifieds
.0  _
Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well And
happy.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor
609- West Main Murray
Murray: Mon.. Wed. & Fri. P. M.






Lynn Grove in a hard 'aught tus-
sle, 33-21. Our next Bans* is With
Lynn Grove on Friday night, Jan-
uary 15, at Hazel. A large crowd
is expected. Adrilasion free to all
public school students. r _
The Hazel dedaters are working
hard at present In preparation for
the spring tournament. They ex-
pect to meet the debaters of Alai°
soon in a friendly contest.
MAD DOG
Rabies (hydrophobia)




Prevent further spread of
this 'dreaded disease. Pro-
tect the little children, safe-
guard human life.
Sive your "dog Iv a
single injection
A humane and inexpensive
treatment
. H. H. BOGGESS
•
Congratulations!











Mason Hospital and Staff
We're proud for you to be re-located in your New,
Modern Home---may your progress be great
yr
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The January meeting of the Arts
and Craft Club will not be held
due to the recent sorrow in the
home of Mrs. Leland Owen, Mrs.
G. B. Humphreys, and Miss Cappie
Beale. members of the club.
Thursday, January 14,
General meeting of the Woman's
Club at the home of Mrs. Carlisle
Cutehin. Home- Department is
host. -..- •
Thursday morning bridge club
will meet with Mrs. Geo. Hart.
Friday, January 15
Bridge dub with Mrs. Jack
Farmer.
Recreation - night for
people at First Christian




The John N. Williams Chapter
Of the U. D. C's will celebrate the
anniversary of the birth of Robert
E. Lee with a banquet at the Na-
tional Hotel. Hour, 8 o'clock. Call
• Mrs. S. F. Holcomb for reserva-
tion not later than Saturday night,
' January 18, as they will be closed
at that time.. _x
The Music Department to meet
at 'Memo 'Manor', home of Mrs.
W. H. Mason.- Heats: -Mrs.- Mason.
Mrs. Calvin Smith, and Mrs. Way-
Ion Rayburn. Subject: Around the
World with Music. (A costume
program.) Leader: Mrs. Warren
Swann. Hour-7:30 p. m.
M. E. Circles-2:30 p. rn.:
No. 1. At home of Mrs. F. E.
Crawford.
No. 2 At home of Mrs. Chas.
Hale.
No. 3 At home a Mrs. G. S.
Scott.
The Wornan's Missionary 'Union
ef- the First Baptist Church will
have its general meeting at the
church at 2:30 P. m. Mrs. Geo.
Upchurch, presiding.
Wednesday, January 20
The Wednesday bridge club at
the home of Mrs. J. H. Branch.
  Thurodo_y—bausary
Home Departthent at the home
of Mrs. A. r.7.DOran.
Hosts: Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mrs. G.
C. Asheraft, Mrs. M. G. Carman,
Mrs, W. H. Fox.
frandly-Party At The Home Of
Mr., Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr.
A large family party enjoyed an
elaborate Christmas dinner during
the holidays at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon - Stubblefield Sr.
Covers vaf:e laid for: Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr., Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Wilson, Mayfield,
Albert Wilson, Mayfield, Mrs. Lu--
la Wall, Mrs. Clarice Bradley of
Paducah, Rob-Bradley of Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs, Vernon Stubblefield
Jr., Robert James Stubblefield, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
and Miss Mary Shipley.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Sr:
had as luncheon guests at .her,
home on Wednesday the 12th Mrs.
Katie Covington, Mrs. Ed Filbeck,
Mrs. Kate Kirk, Mrs. Lottie Diu-
guid.
Present were; Mrs. Fizrernan
Graham. Mrs. Zehia Carter, Mrs.
F. E. Crawford, Mrs. Geo. Hart,
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Miss Eve-
lyn Lirin, and the hoist.
• • • •
•
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell was at
home to fife Wednesday bridge
•
club and a few visitors.
Mrs. Nat Ryan won the prize f2r
high score.
A dessert plate was served.
Visitors were Mrs. Wells Purdom,
Mrs. John Miller, Mrs. Bill Swann,
Mrs. Beale Outland.
• • • • •
Miss tans Earl McKee!
Honored On Birthslay
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd McKeel en-
tertained with a birthday party
Saturday evening in compliment'
to their little daughter, Edna Earl.
Games and contests were en-
joyed by the little guests.
' Birthday cake and fruit salad
was served.
Those present were.Jeriene York,
_Betty- .-elean-- Gateeesf-_--Edna--
Starks, Pauline Naul, Joan Naul,
Crystaline CUningham, Bobby Nell
McKeel, Betty Marie Gray, Betty
Lou McKeel, Juanita Naul.
Bobby Rowland. Billy Newt.
Louis Glenn York, Paul Eugene
Dill, Billy McKee!, Joe Graves
Baker.
. 1_1 at • •- •
Mrs. Tom Sammons Is
Is Given Lovely Shower
Circle No. 1 of the Alice Waters
Missionary Society gave a shower
of lovely gifts to Mrs. Torn Sam-
mons on Tuesday.
Mrs. Sammons is a member of
this circle and the gifts expressed
love and aprireciation.
• • • • •
Mrs. Roy Stewart entertained
her sewing club at her home on
Monday.
The hours were spent informally„
anzi..n party -plate - waa served.
Li 
Our Compliments
On the completion of a project of
humane merit, and best wish-
es for the continued success of
THE WILLIAM •M ASON
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
TRIMON ELEVATOR CO.
33 South Desplaines St.
' Chicago, Ill.
. azzzi..rtz.”.•zuzse,,,./Tz./.&,171 
• • • •
A. A. U. W. Meets Tuesday
The local branch of the Ameri-
can .' Association of • University
Women had their January rrieet-
ing on Tuesday evening in the club
room at the college . library. Mrs.
0. D. Edmonds read- the minutes.
Mrs. Mary Mecoy Hall presided.
reported on the "National Letter"
-37ftt- appointed committees. - For
counselors to the girl scouts she
named Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs. Claire
35cCivern, and Miss. Roberta Whit-
nah. Arrariging. for a guest speak-
er for Match are Mrs. A. M. Wolf-
son, Miss Lillian Hollowell, and
Mrs. John Rowlett.
Mrs. Russell Blimker, chairman
of 'the hospitality committee.
brought to the club a plan to know
the college. co-eds better. Each
AAUW member plans to meet and
entertain ten of the girls before
Easter.
Miss Ruth Sexton spoke on
"The- Consumers Problems" as only
a-. person knowing their subject
from A to Z can. A, panel dis-
cussion followed with interest.
The book group will meet with
Miss Daisy - Hinkle at her apart-
men 4n the Broach apartments on
Thursday evening the 21st. The
books to be discussed are "Mums
Along the Mohawk" and "The
Flowering of New England."
• • • • •
First Christian Society
Meets At Pollard Home
•
Mrs. Gregg Miller and Mrs. R.
M. Pollard were hosts for the
Tuesday meeting of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the First
Christian Church. .
Mrs. Pollard opened her home
for the occasion.
Mrs. Rupert Parks, president,
presided and the devotional was
i
led by Mrs. Gatlin Clopton.
"Atria", was the subject _for stiicly
and splendid .talks were given by
Mrs. J. H. Coleman, _Mrs. A. V.
Havens,'- s. 0. B. Boone Jr.. • ,
During the social hour a salad
plate was served.
Fifteen members were present
and three visitors Mrs. W. J. Gib-
-suzMr s. J. H. Branch, and Miss
,5nsie Bourrang.
Tuesday Night bridge Club
Members of the Tuesday night
bridge club were guests of My.
and Mrs. J. R. Williams„ for a
Christmas party.
The Broach home on North Six-
teenth street was opened for the
occasion and the_boliday spirit pre-
vailed. Several 'visitors were also
ngratulations to the New
ii MASON HOSPITAL
• • •
Such an institution is a great lalessing to. ourcommunity!
Electricity is no small factor in the Hospital's daily needs.
Light guides the surgeon's hand at the most critical mo-
ment when life is at stake.
Electricity is, used to give treatments of different *ids,
to make X-ray pictures, to keep sterilizers at their teNper-
ature for sterilization at all times, in fact electricity 16
indispensable.
Consider your own home without modern light and heat. -
At all times we try to give you the best for your happi-
ness.
• • •
A PUBLICSER VICE FOR COMMUNITY, HOME
AND INDIVIDUAL
• • •
1 KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER CO.
=2Z2:2=7" 
Murray, Kentucky
Dr. Katherine Fisher I
Dr. Katherine Fisher Is a grad-
uate of the College of Medical
Evangelists, Loma Linda. Calif.
She received her pre-medical
training at aliverside Junior Col-
lege, Riverside, Calif., Ashbury
College; Wilmore, Ky., and the
University of Southern California
before entering medical schoel at
Loma Linda. Having completed
medical School she interned at the
White Memorial Hospital. Los An-
geles,,Calif. Dr. Katherine Fisher
is chief anathesiest at the Masan
Hospital having been connected in
this capacity since coming to Mur-
ray from California.
included for the game of contract.
Prizes for high score -went to Mrs.
Geo. Ed Overby and Keith King.
A lovely plate was served-. 
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Ed Overby, Mr. and Mrs. Q. B.
Boone Jr., -Me and Mrs. Tom Row-
lett. Mr. and Mrs. Keith King, Miss
Elsie Windsor, Evexett Ward Out-
land. Mr. and Mrs. Porter White,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Irvan, Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Williams. •
On Tuesday evening, January 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Ed Overby en-
tertained their club. - ------- -
The living room was cheerful
and inviting. Prizes were won by.
Mrs. 'Bill Swann and 0. B. Boone
Jr. 'After the name a delicious
party plate was served.
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Swann, Miss Betty Hays. Paul
Johnston, Lloyd Allbritten. Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, Mr. and MOS.
O. B. Boone Jr., and the hosts.
. • • • •
Mrs. Preston Ordway Is
Given Shower
Mrs. Eugene Hu es entertained
with a pretty p for Mrs. Pres-
ton Ordway Tuesday afternoon
at 4 o'clock. -
The new home was most attract-
ive and inviting. .
- The honoree was showered with
a behutiful selection of gifts.
, Afferwnds fin -elaborate party
plate was served. .
Included were: Mrs. Frank Ber-
ry --Mrs. Mt.?. Blcda .11.. Mrs. Joe
Lovett, Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr..
Mrs. Will Whitnell, Mr's. Nat R.
Hughes, Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs.
J. H. Branch.
Mrs. John Miller. Mrs. 0. D.
Edmonds, Miss Mayrelle Johnson,
Miss' Evelyn Slater, Mrs. Walter,
Blackburn. • '
Ilitrie q Nitgaiel Mrs. Bar-
ry-Stedd, Mks.' T. Stokes, Mrs.
R. R. Mclean, Mrs. Clifford Melu-
gin.
Mrs. 'Hilton Hughes, Mrs. M. G.
Carman, Miss Naomi Maple. Mrs.
C. S. Lowry, Miss, Bertie Manor.
Purdorn. Mrs. F. E.
ceittri"d• 'Miss Carrie Allison. Miss
Margaret Graves. Mrs. John Row-
lett.
Mrs. Ray Stewart. Miss Ruth
Sexton, Miss Lula Beale, Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn, Mrs. R. A.
Meyers.
Stag Bird Supper Enjoyed
Eugene Hughes entertained with
achird supper at his home-during
the holidays. - -
present_ , were: Nat R. Hughes.
Preston • Holland. T. Sledd, Roy
Stewart. Kirk Pool of Louisville,
Will Moore. Beale of Mempifis,
Phillip Bertrand of Detroit, Harold
White. .
Hilman Thurman, Robert Wil-
liams. Wells Purdem, Frank Albert
Stubblefield. Chas. Warterfield,
Hilton Hughes, Eugene Hughes.
FOR RENT
Large spacious building on
west side of court square
• THE BEST LOCATED
BUSIVESS HOUSE IN
MURRAY
Has basement and seeond floor as
well as street floor. This building
formerly occupied by the. _Ittason
Hospital.
"
Good window fro- ntage and an
ideal house for alny type business.
M. T. MORRIS
See Elbert- Lassiter at the
Bank of Murray
•
Darden Department I uary 9, the occasion being her
birthday.Mrs. 0. D. Edmonds and Mrs. The guests presented Mn. Nor-Herbert Drenrion were joint host* - man t man lovel ifts oneRtr the January Garden Club meet-
ing at the home of the latter.
Mrs. F. E. Crawford presided.
"Winter Bouquets" sixteen of
them artificial and real were col-
lectd and arranged by lira -Wells
Overby representing a real art.
Mrs. Hall Hood spoke ois "The Art
of Lawn Making."
Delightful refreshments were
served in the eiining room..
Afterwards. the members ad-
journed to the Jack le Jill Shop to
see the children's bird houses.
• • • • •
French* Club Gives - --
Cabaret Dance 4
•
A -Cabaret style dance, a novelty-
in social fashion cat the Murray
College campus, was given Satur-
day night, January 9, by the Les
Camarades and Les Savants French
Clubs on the third floor of the
liberal nets building. More than
180 couples attended.
Arranged in a manner similar-to
the French salon, the wide girls'
gymnasium hall was decoated in
blue, green, yellow, and red, with
inflated vari-colored balloons
swinging from loosely styled chan-
deliers.
Miss Beatrice Frye. head of the
foreign language department of
the college, Miss Mary V. Coleman,
instructo-r—In--- -French, and Ms
Vaginlalee Thomson. Kuttawa, stu-
dent, president of Les Camarades,
were in charge of the arrange-
ments. lame-hes were served dur-
ing intermission.
LeRoy Offerman's collegiate
dance band interpreted the musi-
cal novelties for the well-executed
ballet dances and II or show, as
well as taking care of the coneen-
tonal swing-time rhythm.
• • -
Km Wins Norman, Dearborn,
Hawed
A group of friends and relatives
surprised Mrt. Elmus Norman at
her home on Coleman Ave., Dear-
born, Mich., Saturday night, Jan-
won g
of which was a birthday cake with
"Annie Sweet 15" written Across
the top.
A dainty lunch was served at
midnight, after which the guests
left for home.
Matt4e Belle Hays Missionary
Society Meets
The Mattie Belle Flays circle of
the Methodist Missionary Society
ces and Ruthmet with Misses Fran
Sexton Monday evening 'at the
Sexton home. Mrs. Garnett Jones,
fer the busi-chairman, presided re
ness session in whichli report was
given by P•tna Lela Clayton Beale
of the pastof the financial work
year.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Jones and Miss Oneida Wear.
Preceding the signing of the an-
mual plec:Ige cards. "Have Thine
Own Way Lord" was sung by Mrs.
L. J. Hortin, accomparTied by Mrs.
Roy, Farmer. "Our Dollars at
Work in Home Fields,' was pre-
sented by a number ,of members.
During the social hour delicious
refreshments were served to 20
members and the following guests:
Miss Ann Jenkins, Mrs. A. L.
Rhodes, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Sexton.
The February mee_
held with Miss Margueritte Hol-
eizmb with Mrs. Wells Overby as-
sisting host. Miss • Ruth Weaks
will plan the program and serve
as leader.
Mothers Club At The
Training School
T -The Mothers' Club of the Traint
nag School had the January meet-
ing in the sixth grade at the
Ming School on Friday. The
children gave a "Sight Seeing
Skit." •
Mts.' A. D. Butterworth presided
over the following program:
Violin solo. Usher Abell, accom-
panied at the piano by Mrs. Claire
McGavern.
"Why Bright Children Fair,
Mrs. Leslie Putnam. -Vocal solo, Miss Linda Sue Mc-
Geehee.
A pleasant social hour followed
during which refreshments were
served by mothers of the sixth
grade.
The fifth and sixth grade tied
for the attendance picture. •
Mary Bonnie Brown Celebrates
Her Ninth Birthday
Mrs. G. B. Brown gave a sur-
prise party in the third grade at
the Training School on Monday.
January the 11th, in celebration of
the ninth birthday of her daugh-
ter. Mary Bonnie Brown.
A pleasing program was given
for the honoree and- delightful re-
freshments were served' by Mrs.
Brown.
Thirty class mates, Mrs. Maurice
Adkins, and the host were present.
Devi-as-Miller -Wedding
Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Wks Mary Douglas
and Mr. Kenton Miller. The cere-
mony was solemnized Saturday
afternoon, January 9, at the home
of the Rev. Drake. Methodist min-
ister of Wingo,XY." "Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Butterworth were the only
uttendants,
Mrs. Miller is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Douglas of
Lynn Grove and is a graduate of
Ifynn
Grbve High School and has
Ate xied MulTray State College,
Mr. Muter is toe son of Mr. S. Heel gnat armin•-
0_ Miller also of Lynn Grove broods U.S. Apeand. B. W D blood•way,. itattigen..•••••1_ _r•••••
and a graduate of Lynn Grove NS 0•411==.171.
High School and attended Murray ssi eller FOURTH erre= • =moron. surrecss
State College and Bowling Green
Business Cofiege, Bowling Green,
The young couple will ma
their home with Mr. Miller fath
at present.
Mt. Cannel ot atinlonary
Society Mans
Mrs. Vena Swift entertained the
women of Mt. Carmel Missionary
Society-.with a very interesting
program on Tuesday afternoon for
the Tint meet of the new year.
The recently elected gfftcera
were in charge. Mrs. Emily Swift,
president, called the meettng to
order by song. -
The following program was
given:
SCripture, Mrs. W. W. Lyles.
Prayer, lefrs-.--K. V. thulerfitlf.
Sang. Christmas Carol. Katherine
Dunn, Nova Lee and Iva Lou
Swift.
Poete "Growing Old", Mrs. Vena
Swift. •
Overcoming Doubt. Mrs. H.
Dunn.
New Year, Mrs. W. W. Lyles.
The Bible study was given by
our new leader Mrs. Jessie Tid-
well.
We' are looking forward to a
good year and wish our new of-
ficers the best of success.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mn. .1; M.. Dunn.
BABY
CHICKS
FOR RENT (Around February 15)
Store room in NationatHotel, suitable for pro-
fessional offices, dress shop, beauty parlor,
jeweler, etc. Write
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Next THURSDAY and FRIDAY
JAMES DUNN
CONE CLOSER,TOLKS
COMING—"Pennies from Heaven," "Rom to, Dance,"









Payee of Checks for 1936 A. C. Program
Must Be Present Befdre Payment is Made
• 
Checks on the 1936 A. C. pro- I
gram are steadily arriving at the
office of John T. Cochran, county
agent. A great number are send-
ing for these checks and it is im-
possible to receive some one's
check other than one's own. The
toenty agent the clerks have
'lewd in the pest to accommodate
those .reetseing checks by., allow-
ing son or daughter or sortie' one
sent for the check to take it.out.
Some have taken advantage of ;this
policy and trouble has resulted.
Therefore Mr—Cochran is
that no one sehd Tor a check. The
clerks will have to refuse issuing
checks to anyone that it is not
rawnDAYable
By Saturday, January * $45.709.-
41 had been received -at the office
of the agent. This went to 845
men and women on 736 farms.
Cards are being -sent to-ale payee
as fast as the checks arrive. The
Faxon School News
The second week of our sem-
ester finds few absentees. although
bad weather and stripping tobac-
co prevail.
T. B. tests proved negative tp
almost the entire school. We are
glad, that no more cases :prevail
in the community.
There are tour eighth grade boys
who have volunteered to keep the
campus ,cleaned off. They are:
Cleus Cobon. R. C. Colson. Daniel
Pirker, and Ralph Ragsdale. They
do sharp- competitive bidding, for
tillts,12which the teachers ar•
glad for them to accept.. They are
all about the same size and the
some ate. They make a good
quartet in play and in the various
vf_ the campus. -
The two girls Relma Ross and
Juanita Roberts who have beenagent hopes every one will get
out of whool on account of illnesshis card before calling for the-
ase improving and we hope will becheck: Bring the card because it 
able to come back to school soonEames the file number. -
The Boyle Bank & Trust Co..
.Danville, hes nonated $66 tar prizes
in a special tobacco show for farm-
ers served by the Danville market.
Sam Oaks, Breathitt






Third and Fourth Grades
' The third and fourth grades are
at work again after the holidays.
Seven pupils have moved away
and two new ones have entered.
Mary Elkins in the fourth grade
and Vera Louise Gr9gan in the
third.
Fifth and Slittls Grades
The Junior Red Cross paper that
s.
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we get is fiat of good stories
about boys and girls in other
countries. This is a good way to
learn more about them. The seeds
that the grades are to sell arrived
this morning. We ha serit decided
what we are going to buy with our
money.
Our health booklets are begin-
ning to look nice. We are ,,sing




The Faxon Cardinals lost 'a close
basketball game to Hardin January
8. by a score of 17-15. The game
was a smooth, hard fought game
to the end. Hardin led the Card-
inals at the end ot each playing
period as follows: 4-1, 9-8, 13-12,
l' -l5.
flardln ltu n s very successfUl
season and --dhatei-lik-well pleased
with the eloie margin they were
able to hold them to. P. Trimble
from Hardin was high point man
with 9, tallies. It seems he was
the "fire" of Hardin's team. ,Bran-
don, wh6 has been added to the
team this semester did excellent
playing for the Cardinals. Donel-
son Was the best on the defense
for the Cardinals Jaetaing T. Trim-
ble to 1 point.
The Faxon "B" team downed
Hardin's "B" five by a score of
21-10.
Faxon goes to Kirksey Friday
night, January 14, for two g
Farm Bureau Notes
 Listed below are the ti,-,ribeis of
the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Any .one failing to receive their
copy of the "Nations Agriculture",
a paper published by the Ameri-
can Farm Bureau Federation:
please notify. the office of the
county agent:
Leslie Ellis, 011ie Paschall. J.
Scott. W. E. Dick, A. C. Tarry. I.
0. Wrather, Conrad , Jones, W. P.
Prichard, T. A. Jones. T. H. Stokes.
A. G. Outland, W. B. Scruggs.
Oche McDaniel. Marvin Hill, B. S.
Allbritten, W. B. Patterson, C. V.
FarmersJ.:B. Story. Clarence Dyer,
.J B. Wilean.
 ' W. G. /sillier, W. E. Gilbert, D.-
C. Burkeen, P. J. Outland. Glee
 tones,- Harrell A. Broach, J. E
Thompson. . Hoyt Craig. Rupert
Hendon. H. G. Gingles. .
Toni Wells, H. C. Warren, A. W.
Morris. :Lee B. Barnett, Lloyd Ed-
wards. it Tucker. H. _.1.- Edwards,
J. D. Sexton. J. B. Hutson. S. W.
Askew...7.40,RR
. Allbritten, J. T. Taylor. J.
- C. Milstead. George Hart, Bank
of Murray. M. W. Burkeen, B. W.
Edmonds. Devoe G Reid. Claude
L. Miller. R. H. Hood.
Richard Walston, Treaman Beale.
E. A Lassiter, 0. S. Wall. W. Her-
bert Perry. S. L. Hargis, Dr. ft, H.
Boggess. Joe Dunn. Graham St
'Jackson. H. T. Waldrop. . 1
McCuiston Bros., W. A. Patter-
son. L. Falwells.A., C. Vinson,- R.
W. James. N. P. Paschall. C. J.
Williams. E. G. Neale. E. L. Kuy-
kendall. W. C. Nanney.
1
 G. R. Jones, 0. T. Tucker, 0. L
Cain, Bryan Stapels. Claude Law-
rence. 0. V Tidwell. H. W. Jett,on.
. Max B. Hurt. J. B. Robertson, Hal
M. Hurt.
R. V. Graham. C. R Paschall, J..There is lots of pneumonia and winter colds _hk. B. Swann. L. F. Wilson. W. L.7aniing.thiaseasot. Give them plenty of SUNBURST , 
Hughes. W. A. Thompson. J. I.
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Dr. E. D. Fisher
Dr. E. D. Fisher, a memner of
the Maim Hospital- staff, is aiitd-
uate of the College of Medical
Evangelists, Loma Lidda,. Cglif.
Graduating in 1935 and serving his
internship at the White Memorial
-OA, Los .Angeles, Calif.
Dr. Fisher's home is Rodney.
Michigan. although he was born
at Desher, Ohio. Dr. Fisher grad-
uated in 1926 as a registered nurse.
He received training .for pre-medi-
cine at Fereis Institute. Big Rapids.
Mich., Emmanuel Missionary Ctol-
lege. Berrien Springt, Mich., and
received the degree of B. S. from
the Washington Missionary .College,
Washington. D. C. Following his
medical schooling and internship
in California he became connected




No detubt that "King Winter"
still holds sway today tMondayi,
There may be more beautiful
sights than the ice-coated trees,
weeds and grass,- but the writer
has failed to see them. It seems
that the seasons were reversed this
year With -snow at Thanksgiving,
and such a , warm Christmas, but
perhaps our winter is yet to come.'
The holidays were cut rather
short in this•vicinity by the splen-
did tobacco season, and most of
us celebrated the latter part of
Christmas week by stripping tobac-
co. Almeet.dyeryone_has finished
with their crop, and a few have
sold, but the majority are unwill-
ing to accept the low prices, and
are hoping-for better prices later
in the season.
Mrs. Crete Reaves of Bell City
has received word that her broth-
er, Toy Jones. was seriously in-
jured, in an _automobile wreck at
Pontiac. Mich. No hope is held
for his recovery. Mr. Jones is
well knoirn in this -community
having lived for several years at
Proternus. -ss ----
-There was -only one wedding in
this community during the holi-
days. That of S. J. Watters, son
oLMr .and Mrs. Jan Wafters. and -
Miss Neil -Murdock, daughter of
-Joe Murdock. They are a very
papilla': young couple and we with
them success. _
One sure sign that prosperity -is
returning is the flocking of our
young men to the ernes. Detroit
especially. A few have returned
.hutsthe .mlijesity Sof them, from
this community, have found ems
ployment.
Audrey Reaves made a short
visit to Detroit last week.. He
was accompanied by Sylvester
Reaves. who is employed by the
Ford Motor Co.
Mts. Jennie Shankle, who has
been ill for several weeks, is im-
proving and Master Byron Lee
'Miller and little Miss Joette Lassi-
ter who were ill during the holi-
days are quite well now.
J. B. Turnbose of ,Mayfield visit-




We have gotten oft for a good
start on the new- year. Moving
has taken same of our students
away arartias added two new ones
to our group.
-In. spite of winter weather, Sick-
ness, and work our daily attend-
ance record shows en average of
96.8 Per cent.
A very large crowd at/ended our
Christmas program on December
23.
Mad dogs have been a menace th
this part of the county. Mr. Jesse
Key. of our district, was bitten
and is now being treated.
Tobacco Ps- been selling in bur
district from 19 to $25. per hundred
pounds.
The honer. roll for the sixth
negith of ,whoel is as follows:
First grade Wrenn Smotherrnan,
Max Smothet man. Marcelle Key.
Second grade:. Martha S u e
Smotherman. _Brenda Sue Morton,
Howard Stone, Margaret Stuerrett,
Paschall West,. Winnie Lou Jones.
Third grade: Lovetta Camp.
Fourth grade: Christine Key,
Calvin Key. Robert Lassiter, Joe
Thomas Foster.
Fifth grade. Ioe Baker Ray,
Lowell Xey Doyle Humphreys,
Bedford Wifson. James Lassiter,
Nitaree --Spann Meta Baker, tin-
ma Zella. Key.
.- Seventh grade: Hugo Wilson,
rreua Baker, and Laurette Jones.
1-1,AZEL NEWS
ilaptist Missionary Society Meets
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Hazel Baptist Church met
Tuesday afternoon, January 12. at
the home of Mrs H. I. Neely and
ita first _meeting -for--1937.
The monthly missionary program
was given with Mrs. Coleman
Hurt as leader The topic was
"The Anglo-Saxs/1."
The program 'follows:
Hymn, "Christ for the World We
Sing."
Scripture. Mrs Coleman Hurt.
Prayer, Mrs. A. M. Hawley.
Others taking part on the pro-
gram were Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,
Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs. A. M.
Hawley. Mrs. Frank Vaughn, Mrs.
H. I. Neely and Mrs. Grace Wilson.
Mrs. Grace Wilson, president.
presided over the business session.
There were 10 members and one
visitor present.
J.-11: Brandon who underwent
an operation at :he Mason Hospital
last week is reported improving.
Mrs. Son Wilson of West Hazel
is able to be up again after a few
weeks of illness
Fred Mohlin of Missouri and
Mr. and Mre'Mohling of Nashville,
Tenn.. and Mrs arid Mrs. Rob Roy
Hicks bf Springvillle, Tenn.. were
week end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
R. R Hicks, North Hazel, during
the holidays.
Miss Emily Miller, whO is stay-
ing in Murray and attending Mur-
ray State College. spent the week
end with her mother, Mrs. Will
Miller.
Mrs. Seldon Ofilland, who is
teaching at Tylere, 1Cy., spent the
week end in Hazel visiting her
relatives.
Ted Miller,,son of Mrs. Marion
Wilson, was opt of school Mon-
day because of illness.
Mrs. C. A Singleton of Cottage
Grove. Tenn, spent Thursday night
in the home of her sister, Mrs.
When Women
Need Cardui
If you seem to have lost some of
your strength you had for your
favorite activities, or for your house-
work ... and care less about your
and suffer severe dis-
comfort at certain times, . . . try
Cardait
Thousands and thousand/ Of
women say it has helped thila.
v By increasing the appeliNg.
proving digestion, (Urdu! haw 7014to get more nourishment. Asatremelli
Mums. unnecessary 11010051111'
aches, pains end` =women. MI
seem to go away.
Patrons of Water
& Light Co. —
Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.
Services will be DISCONTIN-
UED AFTER 15th if not paid.
Please arrange t9 pay your ac-
count at the office and save em-
harassment, as no money will be -
—accepted elsewhere.
KENTUCKY- TENNESSEE
11611T AND POWER CO.






Mr. and Mrs. C. B. White are
the proud parents of a fine girl/
born Monday. January 11,1 at the
Keys-Houston Clinic in Murray._
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron, Mrs.
Dumas Clanton and sister, Mrs.
Elbert Freeman. , were in Milan,
Tenn.. Mehday on business.
Miss Laverne Hill of Nashville,
ia spending the week, with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs, G. N. Hill,
and sister, Miss .Jewell Hill.
Lester Wilscm. Joe Parker. and
L. K. Pinkiey were in Paducah
Sunday.
Aubrey Simmons was in Nash-
ville, Tenn., Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. J. W. Vaughn left for Chi-
cago, Ill., recently for a few
linOnthS Visit with relatives.
Mrs. Sallie Lamb and Mrs. Matt
St. John are confined to their beds
suffering from flu.
Miss Anna B. Hill was a Paris
visitur Tuesday.
Mrs. Love .Bray_ Erwin was in
Murray Monday to visit her hus-
heed, Lucian Erwin, who is a pa-
tient in the Mason Hospital.
The Rev. )(. G. Dunn filled his
regular monthly appointment at
the Methodist church Sunday at
11 o'clock and in the evening at
6:45. 
'-Miss Lula Paschall of Puryear,
Tenn., was- in -Hazel over the
week end Visiting W. D. Kelly
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Outlaed and
Miss Minnie Wilkerson spent Wed-
nesday in Nashville.
Mrs. Miller Marshall spent a few
days last week near Tobacco.
ing her daughter. Mrs. Hugh Ship-
ley. and Mr. Shipley. .
Mrs. Minnie Wilkinseih spent last
week in Murray as the guest of
Mr. and Mm Walter Wilkinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Jones are
the happy parents of _a baby rifirL
born Sunday afternoon.
Hospital News
Patients admitted to the William
Mason . Memorial Hospital during
the past week are as follows:
Mrs. Frank Pool. Murray; Mrs.
Joe Howell Thornton, Murray;
Wm, Vandon Kirkland, Murray;
Dannie Gibson Walker, Murray;
Max Horace Churchill. Jr.. Mur-
ray; Galen Myers. Hazel; Mrs. M.
G. Carman, Murray; Baby R.
Jackson McDougal. Model. Term.;
Mrs. Hattie Diggs, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Minnie Watson. ' Big Sandy.
Tenn. . Mrs. Arie Vance. Redden;
Mrs. Buren Poyner. Murray; Henry
Williams, Murray. , •
Patients dismissed from the Wil-
liam Mason Memorial Hospital
during the past week:
Mrs. L. M. Flippin. McKenzie,
Term.: Miss Nelle Waggoner. Mur-
ray; Mabel Perry, colored, Mur-
ray: Mrs. Flora Hatcher, Murray;
Mrs. Elwood Holcomb, Murray;
Mrs. Jack Shroat. Murray; Miss
Naomi Maple, Murray; Mrs. Se-
bena Edwards, Murray; J. S. Cul-
pepper, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Millie
Watson. Big Sandy, Term.
It Pays to Bead the Classifieds
Navy Has Number
of Vacancies to Fill
A number •Of vacancies exist at
this time for enlistment in the U.
S. Navy. Those applying now may
be expected to be called for final
enlistment withih six or seven
weeks.
Desirable young men between
the ages of 17 to 25, who can
pass the required ,physical examin-
ation, will be enlisted as appren-
tice seamen and transferred to the
training Stations, either at Great
Lakes, Chicago, or Norfolk. Va.,
for three months training before
being sent aboard one of the ships
of the U. S. Fleet. The pay while
in the training camp is $21.00 per
month, after transfer to _a ship- a
raise to $36.00 per month is made.
Board, room and medical attention
is furnished free and an initial out-
fit of uniforms, worth about $80.00
is given each recruit.
The Navy provides an excellent
opportunity to learn any standard
trerle as machinist, electrician,
carpenter.,. plumber. stenographer,
boilermaker, ,metalsmith, and many
others.
Applicants must be citizens of
the United States, intelligent, of
good character in their commun-
ity, and unmarried , -
Those interested in enlisting
should write or apply at the fol-
lowing 'station for further informa-
tion: Naval Recruiting Station,
Post Office Bldg., Paducah, Ky.
Bury Mrs. Pearl
Hutchens Monday
Burial services were held Mon-
day afternoon at the Patterson
graveyard for Mrs. Pearl Hutchens.
age 52. who died of complications
at her home this week. Mrs.
flutehens was a loyal and 21'4st/id
member of the Pine Bluff' Battiest
Church.
Surviving are her husband, A. D.
Hutchens; seven daughters: Mrs.
Cora Todd, Mrs. Lizzie Merrell,
Mrs. Annie Wyatt, Mrs. Alice
Jamison, Mrs. Eunice Wyatt. Mrs.
May Buoy. and Mrs. Odelle Cana-
dy; three sons, Finis, Eugene, a
John T. Hutchens; and four brot




you have tried for your cough,
cold or bronchial irritation, you canget relief now with Creornulsion.Serious trouble may be brewing and -you cannot afford to take a chancewith anything less than Creomul-won, which goes right to the seatof the trouble to aid nature tosoothe and heal the inflamed mem-branes as the germ-laden phlegmIs loosened and expelled.
Even .11 other remedies have
failed, don't be discouraged, yourdruggist is authorised to guaranteeCreomulsion and to refund yourmoney if you are not Satisfied with, .results from the very drat bottle.Get Creomultdon right flow. (Adv.)
Only sixty years ago—the telephone was invented.
Only twenty-one years ago--New York was linked with
San Francisco. In less than ten years—North America's
telephones have been brought in voice-reach of 69 countries
in every part of the work!.
During the last decade, there have been *even successive
voluntary reductions in the "long distance" rates.
Unceasing scientific research and continuous improve-
ment of operating methods have provided for you a system
for talking with almost anyone, anywhere; quickly, clearly
and at low cost.
You can use long distancii telephone service to advan-
tage, sending yoarpersonalityicross the far horizons while
you remain at ease in your home or office. And remember,
the cost is small wherever you call.
1 SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO.INCORPORATED
7,/////, ,/,'/F/////,/,/i///////,///////////////,/,////:////,',/,/ • • • • •
OUR SPECIALS FOR 1937!
Curlee Suits and Topcoats
More Style and Better Quality for Your Money!
Bostonian, City Club, and Fortune
Shoes
Standard Quality Shoes!
Wilson Bros., Van Heusen, and Elder -
Shirts, Underwear, Pajamas
Guaranteed Merchandise at Popular
Prices!
•
Washington Dee Cee Shirts and OverallsPeter' Diamond Brand Work Shoes
•
PRICES HAVE ADVANCED
We will sell for a few more days at OLD PRICES. BuLyour Work Clothing and Shoes- MAW
SAVE MONEY!
•
rahant U Jackson
oh •
•
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